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includes a first plurality of periodic structures on a first layer, 
a second plurality of periodic structures on a second layer, and 
a third plurality of periodic structures on a third layer that is 
underneath the first and second layer. The third periodic struc 
tures are perpendicular to the first and second structures, and 
the third periodic structures have one or more characteristics 
so as to result in a plurality of lower structures beneath the 
third periodic structures being screened from significantly 
affecting at least part of a spectrum of a plurality of scattered 
signals detected from the first and second periodic structures 
for determining an overlay error, critical dimension, or profile 
of the first and second periodic structures or at least one of 
Such detected Scattered signals. 
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APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR 
DETECTING OVERLAYERRORS USING 

SCATTEROMETRY 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application claims priority to and is a Continu 
ation application of co-pending U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 13/407,124, filed 28 Feb. 2012, which claims priority to 
and is a Continuation application of application Ser. No. 
12/410,317, filed on Mar. 24, 2009 by Mark Ghinovker, now 
U.S. Pat. No. 8,138,498, issued on Mar. 20, 2012, which 
application is a Divisional application of application Ser. No. 
11/227,764, filed on Sep. 14, 2005, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,541, 
201, issued on Jun. 2, 2009, which application claims priority 
of (a) and is a Continuation-in-part application of application 
Ser. No. 09/894,987, filed on Jun. 27, 2001, now U.S. Pat. No. 
7,068,833, issued on Jun. 27, 2006, which claims priority of 
Application No. 60/229,256, filed on Aug. 30, 2000, (b) U.S. 
Provisional Patent Application No. 60/698,535, filed on Jul. 
11, 2005, by Mark Ghinovker; and (c) is a Continuation-in 
part application of application Ser. No. 10/729,838, filed on 
Dec. 5, 2003, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,317,531, issued on Jan. 8, 
2008. Application Ser. No. 1 1/227,764 also is a Continuation 
In-Part application and claims priority of application Ser. No. 
10/785,396, filed on 23 Feb. 2004, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,385, 
699, issued on 10 Jun. 2008, which is a continuation-in-part 
and claims priority of application Ser. No. 10/729,838, filed 
on 5 Dec. 2003, now U.S. Pat. No. 7,317,531, issued on 8 Jan. 
2008, which application claims priority of (i) Application No. 
60/440,970, filed Jan. 17, 2003, (ii) Application No. 60/449, 
496, filed Feb. 22, 2003, (iii) Application No. 60/431,314, 
filed Dec. 5, 2002, (iv) Application No. 60/504,093, filed Sep. 
19, 2003, and (v) Application No. 60/498,524, filed 27 Aug. 
2003. The applications and patents listed above are incorpo 
rated herein by reference in their entirety for all purposes 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates to determination of 
overlay between structures formed in single or multiple lay 
ers. More particularly, it relates to determining overlay based 
on diffraction of radiation interacting with Such structures. 
0003. In various manufacturing and production environ 
ments, there is a need to control alignment between various 
layers of samples, or within particular layers of such samples. 
For example, in the semiconductor manufacturing industry, 
electronic devices may be produced by fabricating a series of 
layers on a Substrate. Some or all of the layers including 
various structures. The relative position of such structures 
both within particular layers and with respect to structures in 
other layers is relevant or even critical to the performance of 
completed electronic devices. 
0004. The relative position of structures within such a 
sample is sometimes called overlay. Various technology and 
processes for measuring overlay have been developed and 
employed with varying degrees of Success. More recently, 
various efforts have been focused on utilizing radiation scat 
terometry as a basis for overlay metrology. 
0005 Certain existing approaches to determining overlay 
from scatterometry measurements concentrate on compari 
Son of the measured spectra to calculated theoretical spectra 
based on model shape profiles, overlay, and film stack, and 
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material optical properties (nk dispersion curves), or com 
parison to a reference signal from a calibration wafer. 
0006 Existing approaches have several associated disad 
Vantages. For example, a relatively large number of param 
eters must be included in the profile, overlay, and film mod 
eling to accurately determine the overlay. For example, in 
Some approaches using simple trapezoidal models for both 
the upper and lower layer profiles, the minimum number of 
pattern parameters that must be included is seven, including 
overlay. If film thicknesses variation is included in the model, 
the number of parameters increases correspondingly. A large 
number of parameters could require increased processing 
resources, may introduce corresponding errors, and may 
delay the results, thereby possibly decreasing throughput and 
increasing inefficiencies and costs. For example, comparison 
of a measured spectrum to calculated reference spectra takes 
longer with more parameters, whether a library-based 
approach is used or a regression approach is used. 
0007 Another disadvantage of certain existing 
approaches to determination of overlay based on scatterom 
etry is the detailed knowledge of the film stack, film materials, 
and pattern element profiles that may be required to deter 
mine accurate theoretical spectra to compare to the measured 
spectra. 
0008. Yet another disadvantage of certain existing 
approaches to determination of overlay based on scatterom 
etry is the accurate knowledge of the scatterometry optical 
system that may be required to determine accurate theoretical 
spectra to compare to the measured spectra. 
0009. Therefore, in light of the deficiencies of existing 
approaches to determination of overlay based on scatterom 
etry, there is a need for improved systems and methods for 
determination of overlay based on scatterometry. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0010. In one embodiment, a scatterometry mark for deter 
mining an overlay error, critical dimension, or profile of the 
mark is disclosed. The mark includes a first plurality of peri 
odic structures on a first layer, a second plurality of periodic 
structures on a second layer, and a third plurality of periodic 
structures on a third layer that is underneath the first and 
second layer. The third periodic structures are perpendicular 
to the first and second structures, and the third periodic struc 
tures have one or more characteristics So as to result in a 
plurality of lower structures beneath the third periodic struc 
tures being screened from significantly affecting at least part 
of a spectrum of a plurality of scattered signals detected from 
the first and second periodic structures for determining an 
overlay error, critical dimension, or profile of the first and 
second periodic structures or at least one of Such detected 
scattered signals. 
0011. In a specific implementation, the third periodic 
structures comprise copper damascene materials. In a further 
embodiment, the one or more characteristics of the third 
periodic structures comprise a pitch and line width that have 
values selected so as to result in the lower structures being 
screened by the third periodic structures from significantly 
affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected scattered 
signals or at least one of the detected Scattered signals. In 
another aspect, the one or more characteristics of the third 
periodic structures comprise a pitch value selected so as to 
result in the third periodic structures being screened by the 
third periodic structures from significantly affecting at least 
part of a spectrum of the detected Scattered signals or at least 
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one of the detected scattered signals. In yet another aspect, the 
one or more characteristics of the third periodic structures 
comprise a line width value selected so as to result in the 
lower structures being screened by the third periodic struc 
tures from significantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of 
the detected scattered signals or at least one of the detected 
scattered signals. In another embodiment, the one or more 
characteristics of the third periodic structures comprise a 
height value selected so as to result in the lower structures 
being screened by the third periodic structures from signifi 
cantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected 
scattered signals or at least one of the detected scattered 
signals. In yet another aspect, the one or more characteristics 
of the third periodic structures comprise a pitch, line width, 
and line height that have values selected so as to result in the 
lower structures being screened by the third periodic struc 
tures from significantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of 
the detected scattered signals or at least one of the detected 
scattered signals. 
0012. In another specific implementation, there are a plu 

rality of different predefined offsets between different sets of 
the first and second periodic structures so that overlay error 
between the first and second periodic structures is determin 
able by analyzing a plurality of Scattered signals from the 
different sets of the first and second structures, wherein the 
detected scattered signals comprise +1st and -1 diffraction 
orders. In another aspect, the first periodic structures have a 
first center of symmetry (COS), and the second periodic 
structures have a second COS. In this aspect, the difference 
between the first COS and the second COS corresponds to an 
overlay error between the first and second periodic structures, 
and the first and second periodic structures have a 180° rota 
tional symmetry, without having a 90° rotational symmetry, 
with respect to the first and second COS, respectively. 
0013. In another target embodiment, the target structure is 
arranged for measuring an overlay error between a first peri 
odic structure and a second periodic structure that are both 
disposed above a third periodic structure. The third periodic 
structure is oriented in a first direction, and the first and 
second periodic structures are oriented in a second direction 
with the second direction being Substantially orthogonal to 
the first direction. The third periodic structure is arranged to 
form a barrier over lower structures beneath the third periodic 
structures so that Such lower structures do not significantly 
affect scattered radiation from the first and second periodic 
structures for measuring the overlay error. In one aspect, the 
third periodic structures have a pitch and line width that have 
values selected so as to cause the third periodic structure to 
form the barrier over lower structures beneath the third peri 
odic structures so that such lower structures do not signifi 
cantly affect scattered radiation from the first and second 
periodic structures for measuring the overlay error. In another 
aspect, there are a plurality of different predefined offsets 
between different sets of the first and second periodic struc 
tures so that overlay error between the first and second peri 
odic structures is determinable by analyzing a plurality of 
scattered signals from the different sets of the first and second 
structures, and the detected scattered signals comprise +1st 
and -1 diffraction orders. 
0014. In another embodiment, the invention pertains to a 
metrology system for measuring an overlay error, critical 
dimension (CD), or profile of a target. The system includes a 
scatterometry module for directing radiation towards a plu 
rality of targets and detecting scattered signals from the tar 
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gets and a processor configured to analyze the detected scat 
tered signals to thereby determine an overlay error, critical 
dimension (CD), or profile of such targets. The targets include 
a first periodic structure and a second periodic structure both 
disposed above a third periodic structure. The third periodic 
structure is oriented in a first direction, and the first and 
second periodic structures are oriented in a second direction. 
The second direction is substantially orthogonal to the first 
direction, and the third periodic structure is arranged to form 
a barrier over lower structures beneath the third periodic 
structures so that such lower structures do not significantly 
affect the scattered signals from the first and second periodic 
structures and analyzed by the processor. In other implemen 
tations, the targets have any combination offeatures as recited 
above. 
0015. In an alternative embodiment, the invention pertains 
to a method of determining an overlay error, critical dimen 
Sion, or profile of a scatterometry target. The method includes 
providing a scatterometry target having a first plurality of 
periodic structures on a first layer, a second plurality of peri 
odic structures on a second layer, and a third plurality of 
periodic structures on a third layer that is underneath the first 
and second layer. The third periodic structures are perpen 
dicular to the first and second structures and have one or more 
characteristics such that a scattered signal detected from the 
first and second periodic structures for determining an over 
lay error, critical dimension, or profile of the first and second 
periodic structures is Substantially less sensitive to a plurality 
of lower structures beneath the third periodic structures, as 
compared with a plurality of scattered signals detected from 
the first and second periodic targets in the absence of Such 
third structures. The method includes (i) using a metrology 
tool, directing radiation towards the target and (ii) using a 
metrology tool, detecting scattered signals from the target so 
that the third periodic structures form a barrier over the lower 
structures beneath the third periodic structures so that such 
lower structures do not significantly affect the detected scat 
tered signals from the first and second periodic structures, and 
(iii) determining the overlay error, critical dimension, or pro 
file of the first and second periodic structures based on the 
detected scattered signals. 
0016. These and other features and advantages of the 
present invention will be presented in more detail in the 
following specification of the invention and the accompany 
ing figures which illustrate by way of example the principles 
of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0017 FIG. 1 illustrates the relative distribution of 
designed overlay offsets Xa, Xb, Xc, and Xd for correspond 
ing interlayer patterns (overlay targets) A, B, C, and Daccord 
ing to an embodiment of the present invention. 
0018 FIG.2(a) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount +F from a patterned 
bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0019 FIG.2(b) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount -F from a patterned 
bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0020 FIG.2(c) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount +F+fO from a patterned 
bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
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0021 FIG.2(d) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount -F+fO from a patterned 
bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0022 FIG.2(e) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount +F+f)+E from a patterned 
bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0023 FIG. 2(f) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount-F+f)+E from a patterned 
bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0024 FIG.3(a) is a flow diagram illustrating a procedure 
for determining overlay in accordance with one embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0025 FIG. 3(b) shows a graphical representation of an 
approach to determination of overlay according to an embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0026 FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic representation of a con 
ventional microscopic imaging system. 
0027 FIG. 5(a) is diagrammatic representation of a 
microscopic imaging system comprising a wavelength selec 
tion device, illumination polarization control, and polariza 
tion analyzer in accordance with a first embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0028 FIG. 5(b) is diagrammatic representation of a 
microscopic imaging system comprising a wavelength modu 
lation device, illumination polarization control, and polariza 
tion analyzer in accordance with a second embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0029 FIG.5(c) is diagrammatic representation of a micro 
scopic imaging comprising a illumination polarization con 
trol, polarization analyzer, and wavelength selection device, 
in accordance with a third embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 
0030 FIG. 5(d) is diagrammatic representation of a 
microscopic imaging system comprising a illumination 
polarization control, polarization analyzer, and wavelength 
modulation device in accordance with a fourth embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0031 FIG. 5(e) is a top view representation of an imaging 
spectrometer, multiple site field-of-view example in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0032 FIG.5(f) is a diagrammatic representation of a fixed, 
discrete channel optical system in accordance with a fifth 
embodiment of the present invention. 
0033 FIG. 5(g) is a diagrammatic representation of the 
aperture mirror of FIG. 5(f) in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0034 FIG. 5(h) is a top view representation of an imaging 
spectrometer, multiple site field of view example with aper 
ture components sent to spectrometers in accordance with 
one embodiment of the present invention. 
0035 FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of a system 
for selecting one or more wavelength ranges in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0036 FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic representation of a simul 
taneous, multiple angle of incidence ellipsometer. 
0037 FIG. 8 is a schematic view of a spectroscopic scat 
terometer system in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. 
0038 FIG. 9(a) shows a plurality of targets placed sub 
stantially-collinearly along either an X-direction or a Y-direc 
tion, wherein in this example half of the targets are placed so 
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as to measure overlay in the X direction and half of the targets 
are placed so as to measure overlay in the y direction, in 
accordance with a first embodiment of the present invention. 
0039 FIG. 9(b) shows four targets disposed collinearly 
along the X-dimension, and four targets disposed collinearly 
along the Y-dimension in accordance with a second embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0040 FIG. 10 is a diagrammatic top view representation 
of a system for obtaining a line image of a plurality of targets 
in accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0041 FIG.11a is a top view representation of a first com 
bination imaging and scatterometry target embodiment. 
0042 FIG. 11b is a top view representation of a second 
combination imaging and scatterometry target embodiment. 
0043 FIG. 11c is a top view representation of a third 
combination imaging and scatterometry target embodiment. 
0044 FIG. 11d illustrates a combinational imaging and 
scatterometry system in accordance with a first embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0045 FIG. 11e illustrates a combinational imaging and 
scatterometry system in accordance with a second embodi 
ment of the present invention. 
0046 FIG. 11 fillustrates a combinational imaging and 
scatterometry system in accordance with a third embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0047 FIG. 12 is a diagram of a combined mark, in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
0048 FIGS. 13 A-13D show variations of a combined 
metrology tool, in accordance with several embodiments of 
the present invention. 
0049 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram using a combined metrol 
ogy tool, in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. 
0050 FIG. 15. is a perspective diagrammatic view of over 
lay line targets with L1 and L2 line elements perpendicular to 
underlying line grating L0 in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIFIC 
EMBODIMENTS 

0051 Reference will now be made in detail to a specific 
embodiment of the invention. An example of this embodi 
ment is illustrated in the accompanying drawings. While the 
invention will be described in conjunction with this specific 
embodiment, it will be understood that it is not intended to 
limit the invention to one embodiment. On the contrary, it is 
intended to cover alternatives, modifications, and equivalents 
as may be included within the spirit and scope of the invention 
as defined by the appended claims. In the following descrip 
tion, numerous specific details are set forth in order to provide 
a thorough understanding of the present invention. The 
present invention may be practiced without some or all of 
these specific details. In other instances, well known process 
operations have not been described in detail in order not to 
unnecessarily obscure the present invention. 
0052. In general, the present invention provides tech 
niques for determining overlay based on Scatterometry mea 
surements of any number of scatterometry overlay (SCOL) 
targets. One implementation of a scatterometry technique 
which is referred to herein as the “linear approach” will first 
be described. Alternative scatterometry approaches, such as a 
“phase approach' are also described. Finally, a number of 
scatterometry based improvements will then be described. 
Although these improvements are mainly described in rela 
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tion to the linear Scatterometry approach, these scatterometry 
improvements may be implemented using any other Suitable 
scatterometry technique or approach Such as the phase 
approach described herein. Additionally, although only cer 
tain specific combinations of improvements are described 
herein as being implemented together, any number of the 
improvements described herein may be combined and imple 
mented together. 
0053 An aspect of the present invention provides a set of 
four scatterometry overlay targets (although in other embodi 
ments more or less than four may be used) which have been 
formed on a sample or workpiece, such as a semiconductor 
device. A pattern could also be described as a “pattern or 
interlayer pattern’, with the two terms being synonymous 
under most circumstances. In a particular implementation, 
the sample has two or more layers of a semiconductor device, 
and the targets are utilized to provide a measure of the place 
ment accuracy of various structures comprised in the device. 
Commonly, placement accuracy is characterized by measure 
ment of an overlay error between two different layers of the 
semiconductor device. More generally, overlay error can be 
measured between two different patterns generated by differ 
ent pattern exposure steps. 
0054. In a specific embodiment, a set of four targets are 
provided, and each target includes two sets of structures on 
two different layers which are offset from each other. In a 
specific implementation, an offset may be defined as the Sum 
or the difference of two separate distances: a first distance F 
and a second distance fo, with F being greater than fo. Denot 
ing the four targets as “target A', “target B”, “target C and 
“target D’, the corresponding predetermined offsets for each 
of these targets may be defined as follows for a specific target 
design: 

Xa=+Ff) (for target A), 

Xb=-Ff) (for target B), 

Xc=+Ff) (for target C), and 

Xd=-Ff) (for target D). 

0055. The offsets for Xa through Xd may be any suitable 
value for practicing the techniques of the present invention so 
as to determine overlay. For example, Xa and Xb may have 
different values off0 than Xc and Xd. 

0056 FIG. 1 illustrates the distribution of offsets Xa, Xb, 
Xc and Xd along the X axis in a particular implementation of 
the invention. As shown, offsets Xa and Xc are both positive 
with Xa being larger than Xc. In contrast, offsets Xb and Xd 
are both negative with Xd being more negative than Xb. The 
offsets may be defined from a position in the unit cell of the 
first structure. If a symmetry position exists in the unit cell, it 
may be preferable to define the offsets from the symmetry 
position. Alternatively, the offsets may be defined from a 
position in the unit cell of the second structure but care should 
be taken to agree with the convention of overlay measure 
ments being defined as the position of the L2 pattern (or 
second exposed pattern) measured with respect to the posi 
tion of the L1 pattern (or second exposed pattern). 
0057 The number of targets and the magnitude and sense 
of their corresponding offsets may be chosen in any Suitable 
manner so that the techniques of the present invention may be 
practiced to determine overlay error. A specific set of targets 
and their corresponding offsets are described below in rela 
tion to FIGS. 2(a) through 20?). It should be readily apparent 
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that there are numerous combinations of targets and offset 
values which may be utilized to practice the techniques and 
utilize the systems of the present invention. 
0.058 FIG.2(a) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount Ffrom a patterned bottom 
layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention. Each layer L1 and L2 is patterned into a set of 
structures. A structure may include any Suitable feature. Such 
as a line, trench or a contact. A structure may be designed to 
be similar to a semiconductor device feature. A structure may 
also be formed from a combination of different features. 
Further, a structure may be located on any layer of the sample, 
e.g., either above the top layer of the sample, within any layer 
of the sample, or partially or completely within a layer of the 
sample. In the illustrated embodiment of FIG. 2(a), layer L1 
includes the complete structures 204a-c, while layer L2 
includes the complete structures 202a-c. Construction of 
scatterometry overlay targets structures and methods for pro 
ducing them are described in U.S. patent application, having 
application Ser. No. 09/833,084, filed 10 Apr. 2001, entitled 
“PERIODIC PATTERNS AND TECHNIQUE TO CON 
TROL MISALIGNMENT, by Abdulhalim, et al., which 
application is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
0059. As shown, the structures of the top layer L2 are 
offset by an amount Ffrom the structures of the bottom layer 
L1. The structures of the two offset layers may be located 
within adjacent layers or have any Suitable number and types 
of layers disposed in between the two offset layers. FIG. 2(a) 
also shows three films T1, T2, and T3 between patterned 
layers L1 and L2 and their corresponding structures. To the 
extent that any other layers exist between the two layers 
having the structures, these other layers exhibit at least a 
minimum degree of transmission for electromagnetic radia 
tion to permit propagation of the radiation between the layers 
having the structures. 
0060 FIG.2(b) is a side view illustration of a patterned top 
layer L2 being offset by an amount -F from a patterned 
bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. FIG. 2(c) is a side view illustration of a 
patterned top layer L2 being offset by an amount +F+f) from 
a patterned bottom layer L1 in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. In one embodiment offset Xa 
corresponds to +F+fO. FIG.2(d) is a side view illustration of 
a patterned top layer L2 being offset by an amount -F+f) 
from a patterned bottom layer L1 in accordance with one 
embodiment of the present invention. In one embodiment 
offset Xb corresponds to -F+f). FIG. 2(e) is a side view 
illustration of a patterned top layer L2 being offset by an 
amount +F+f)+E from a patterned bottom layer L1 in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. FIG. 
2(f) is a side view illustration of a patterned top layer L2 being 
offset by an amount-F+fO+E from a patterned bottom layer 
L1 in accordance with one embodiment of the present inven 
tion. 

0061. In general, an error offset E in one direction, for 
example along the X-axis, may be determined by analyzing at 
least the measured spectra (or any type of measured signals) 
obtained from four targets A, B, C, and D each having offsets 
between two patterned layers, such as offsets Xa through Xd. 
This analysis is performed without comparing any of the 
spectra to a known or reference spectra (or signal) from a 
sample target having a known overlay error. In other words, 
the error determination techniques of the present invention do 
not require a calibration operation. 
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0062 FIG.3(a) is a flow diagram illustrating a procedure 
300 for determining overlay in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. In this example, four targets A, 
B, C, and D are used which are designed to have offsets Xa 
through Xd as described above. That is, target A is designed 
with offset Xa=+F+f); target B with offset Xb=-F+fO; target 
C with offset Xc=+F-f(); and target D with offset Xd=-F-f). 
0063. Initially, an incident radiation beam is directed 
towards each of the four targets A, B, C, and D to measure four 
spectra S. S. S., and S from the four targets in operations 
302a through 302d, respectively. Operations 302a through 
302d may be carried out sequentially or simultaneously 
depending on the measurement system's capabilities. The 
incident beam may be any suitable form of electromagnetic 
radiation, Such as laser, light emitting diode (LED), or broad 
band radiation. 
0064. Although the scatterometry techniques of the 
present invention are described as utilizing measured spectra 
from a plurality of targets, any suitable type of measurable 
signal obtained from an overlay target may be used to practice 
the techniques of the present invention. Example signals 
include, but are not limited to, any type of spectroscopic 
ellipsometry or reflectometry signals, including: , A., RS 
(complex reflectivity of the s polarization), Rip (complex 
reflectivity of the p polarization), Rs (Irif), Rp (r.1), R 
(unpolarized reflectivity), a (spectroscopic “alpha' signal), 
(spectroscopic “beta’ signal), and functions of these param 
eters, such as tan(), cos(A), ((Rs-Rp)/(Rs--Rp)), etc. The 
signals could alternatively or additionally be measured as a 
function of incidence angle, detection angle, polarization, 
azimuthal angle of incidence, detection azimuthal angle, 
angular distribution, phase, or wavelength or a combination 
of more than one of these parameters. The signals could also 
be a characterization of a combination of signals. Such as an 
average value of a plurality of any of the above described 
ellipsometry and/or reflectometery signal types. The signals 
may alternatively take the form of a characteristic of one or 
more image signal(s), such an intensity value(s) or a combi 
nation (e.g., average or addition) of intensity values. Other 
embodiments may use monochromatic or laser light sources 
where at least one of the signals may be obtained at a single 
wavelength instead of at multiple wavelengths. 
0065. Examples of optical systems and methods for mea 
Suring scatterometry signals to determine overlay may be 
found in (1) U.S. patent application, having patent Ser. No. 
09/849,622, filed 4 May 2001, entitled “METHOD AND 
SYSTEMS FOR LITHOGRAPHY PROCESS CONTROL, 
by Lakkapragada, Suresh, et al. and (2) U.S. patent applica 
tion, having application Ser. No. 09/833,084, filed 10 Apr. 
2001, entitled “PERIODIC PATTERNS AND TECHNIQUE 
TO CONTROL MISALIGNMENT, by Abdulhalim, et al. 
These applications are herein incorporated by reference in 
their entirety. Further embodiments of suitable measurement 
systems and their use for determining overlay error are further 
described below. 

0066. After a spectra or signal is obtained from each tar 
get, spectrum S(-F+f)) is then Subtracted from spectrum 
S(+F+fo), and spectrum S(-F-fo) is subtracted from spec 
trum S-(+F-f()) to form two difference spectra D1 and D2 in 
operations 304a and 304b, respectively. Next, a difference 
spectrum property P1 is obtained from the difference spectra 
D1 and a difference spectrum property P2 is obtained from 
the difference spectrum D2 in operations 306a and 306b, 
respectively. The difference spectra properties P1 and P2 are 
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generally obtained from any suitable characteristic of the 
obtained difference spectra D1 and D2. The difference spec 
tra properties P1 and P2 may also each simply be a point on 
the each difference spectra D1 or D2 at a particular wave 
length. By way of other examples, difference spectra proper 
ties P1 and P2 may be the result of an integration of averaging 
of the difference signal, equal an average of the SE alpha 
signal, equal a weighted average which accounts for instru 
ment sensitivity, noise or signal sensitivity to overlay. 
0067. After difference spectra properties P1 and P2 are 
obtained, the overlay error E may then be calculated directly 
from the difference spectra properties P1 and P2 in operation 
308. In one embodiment, a linear approximation is performed 
based on the difference spectra properties P1 and P2 to deter 
mine the overlay error E, while in another technique the 
difference spectra properties P1 and P2 are used to approxi 
mate a sine wavefunction or other periodic function which is 
then used to determine the overlay error E. One linear regres 
sion technique is illustrated below with respect to FIG.3(b). 
In one example, the overlay result may be obtained by a 
statistical calculation (e.g. averaging or weighted averaging) 
of overlay results obtained from properties of multiple wave 
lengths or multiple wavelength ranges. 
0068. In a variation of this implementation, if all four 
targets have the same characteristics, such as pitch P, thin film 
characteristics, structure size and composition, except for the 
offsets, and assuming that Xa and Xb are opposite in sign and 
have the same order of magnitude and if Xa is the same sign 
as Xc and Xb is the same sign as Xd, an estimate of the m 
overlay error E present between structures within the inter 
layer targets can be calculated as follows using a linear 
approximation based on the difference spectra properties P1 
and P2: 

O 

0069 where the difference spectra properties P1 and P2 
are generally opposite in sign for overlay errors E<f). If 
(Xa-Xb)=(Xc-Xd) and E=0, then P1=-1*P2. 
(0070 Alternatively, if the same values for F and f) are 
used for designing each target offset Xa, Xb, Xc, and Xd, then 

0071. The targets may be used to determine overlay of 
structures located at least partially in more than one layer, but 
could also be used to determine overlay of structures located 
Substantially in a single layer. In other embodiments, the 
offsets may have the same sign. 
0072 FIG. 3(b) shows a graphical representation of the 
linear approach for determining the overlay error E in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. As 
shown, the positive portion of they axis shows a change in the 
difference spectra property P1 as a function off0+E and the 
negative portion of they axis shows a change in the difference 
spectra as a function of-f)+E. As described above, the dif 
ference spectra properties P1 and P2 are obtained from the 
difference spectra D1 and D2. 
0073. The overlay error E may be obtained by analyzing 
the two points (+f)+E, P1) and (-f()+E, P2). The overlay error 
E may be determined in one approach by performing a linear 
approximation with the two obtained difference spectra prop 
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erties P1 and P2. Note that there are two points on the graph 
where E is zero, while other portions of the graph are a 
function of the overlay error E andf). If the offsets are chosen 
carefully so as to be in the linear region, then the slope of the 
positive portion of the graph (P1/(+f)+E)) should equal the 
slope of the negative portion of the graph (P2/(-f()+E). Thus, 
the overlay error is given by E=f(0*(P1+P2)/(P1-P2). 
0074 According to an implementation of the invention, if 
there are two targets with offsets +F and -F that are equal in 
magnitude but opposite in sign and no other overlay errors, 
then the 0th diffraction order scatterometry SE or reflectom 
etry spectra are Substantially identical from these two targets 
(to a good approximation) and the difference signal between 
the spectra corresponding to +Fand-F is Zero. Of course, any 
property of the difference signal is also Zero. If one deliber 
ately breaks the symmetry (artificially induces an overlay 
error) by designing an additional offset +f), then the differ 
ence signal D1 is no longer Zero and any suitable difference 
spectra property follows the same relationship as for an over 
lay error E. Similarly one can design another set of overlay 
targets with an additional offset -f(). Thus, the overlay error 
may be determined using a property of the difference signals 
D1 (+F+f), -F+f)) and D2 (+F-f), -FO), and accordingly no 
separate calibration step is required. 
0075. It should be understood that when the overlay error 
E is calculated from the spectra signals, it may be an estimate 
ofactual overlay error. The calculated overlay error E may be 
denoted as the overlay error (E), or an estimate of the overlay 
error (E). 
0076. If the pitch between structures is relatively large 
then the above described linear approximation techniques 
generally work well. However, when the pitch is relatively 
Small then additional targets may be produced on the sample 
to improve the accuracy of the overlay measurements. The 
number of targets and corresponding scatterometry tech 
niques which are used depend on the particular materials of 
the target and the scatterometry signal type implemented, 
among other factors. The number of targets can be determined 
experimentally or by well-known modeling methods. In one 
embodiment, two additional interlayer targets (denoted tar 
gets “H” and “J”) are produced on the sample, with corre 
sponding offsets Xh and Xi. Upon being illuminated by inci 
dent radiation, the targets H and J produce corresponding 
diffracted components, which can serve as a basis for deter 
mination of an additional difference signal D3 and difference 
spectra property P3. This property P3 may be analyzed in 
connection with the difference spectra properties P1 and P2 to 
refine the determination of the overlay E to include non-linear 
corrections or measurements of the errors introduced by 
using a linear approximation. 
0077. In one target implementation, each of the targets A, 
B,C, and D comprises agrating structure Ga1 having periodic 
structures with a period Ta1 disposed at least partially within 
the first layer and a grating structure Ga2 having periodic 
structures with a period Ta2 disposed at least partially within 
the second layer (e.g., the target of FIG.2c or 2d). Generally, 
a target could be any periodic structure like aparticular device 
pattern repeated a number of times. One or more of the 
gratings Ga1 and/or Ga2 may be formed from device-like 
(e.g., design rule based) or process robust (e.g., low variabil 
ity under variable process conditions). The first layer period 
Ta1 and the second layer period Ta2 could be identical or 
different as well (in the simplest case Ta1=nTa2 or 
Ta2-nTa1, where n is an integer), and the offsets Xa, Xb, Xc, 
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and Xd are each produced by offsetting the structures with the 
period Ta1 of the grating structure Ga1 with respect to the 
structures with the period Ta2 of the grating structure Ga2 by 
the sum of a first distance F and a second distance f(), wherein 
the second distance f() has a smaller absolute value than the 
first distance F. 
0078. In another target embodiment, the composite peri 
odic structure comprising Ga1 and Ga2 is periodic with a 
period Ta, and it is possible to describe both Ga1 and Ga2 in 
terms of the period Ta, with Ga1 possibly having a complex 
structure (complex unit cell with multiple components) and 
Ga2 also possibly having a different complex structure (com 
plex unit cell with multiple components). For example, a unit 
cell may include a set of closely spaced line segments adja 
cent to a large flat area. This unit cell is repeated to form either 
or both grating Ga1 or Ga2. Gratings Ga1 and Ga2 may have 
the same or different unit cells. Additionally, the unit cells of 
Ga1 may be a rational or integer number of the units cells of 
grating Ga2, or visa Versa. Gratings Ga1 and/or Ga2 may also 
be designed to be similar to the critical device features—i.e. 
share one or more of the device characteristics such as pitch, 
line width, etc. Scatterometry overlay targets designed to be 
similar to the device features may provide advantages by 
processing more similarly to the device features, including 
reflecting the pattern-dependent overlay effects such as pat 
tern-placement error. 
0079. One alternative embodiment to the linear approxi 
mation methods discussed above is to treat the scatterometry 
overlay signal as a periodic function and use phase detection 
methods to determine the overlay error (herein referred to as 
a phase scatterometry approach). This embodiment may be 
preferred in Some circumstances, depending on variables that 
may include scatterometry overlay target pitch, Scatterometry 
overlay target design, Scatterometry overlay (SCOL) target 
materials, the measured scatterometry signal, and the like. 
0080. The overlay error may be extracted from measuring 
multiple SCOL targets with pre-programmed additional 
built-in overlay offsets. (One example of the preprogrammed 
offsets could be Xa, Xb, Xc, and Xd as discussed above and in 
FIG. 1). The number of targets measured may be two, three, 
four, or more than four, or may vary between different overlay 
measurement locations. For the phase methods, it may be 
advantageous for the offsets to be evenly distributed through 
out the period, with differences corresponding to the period 
divided by the number of targets (e.g. Xa-Xc=Xc-Xb=Xb 
Xd=Xd-Xa--P=P/4 for 4 targets for one direction). Alterna 
tively, the offsets could be designed to distributed unevenly 
throughout the period which may be advantageous when used 
with Some phase-detection algorithms. 
I0081. A scatterometry signal (as a function of the wave 
length or incident angle, for example) is acquired from each 
of the required SCOL targets. This signal is generally a peri 
odic and even function of overlay error, for the case where the 
offsets are measured from a symmetry position of one of the 
L1 or L2 patterns. A phase detection (or phase retrieval, phase 
extraction, or phase determination) algorithm utilizes these 
properties of the signals. 
I0082. The measured signal is represented by a set of even 
periodic functions with a corresponding number of free 
parameters (one of these free parameters is the overlay error 
itself). For example, each measured signal may be repre 
sented by a Fourier series expansion having any number of 
terms consistent with the number of targets measured. The 
number of terms depends on the number of targets measured, 
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scatterometry signal properties, target properties, and infor 
mation required. In a Fourier series having three terms, a 
measured signal may be represented by: 

where k is a constant; 1 is an amplitude of the first harmonic; 
m is the amplitude of the second harmonic: Vi represents the 
predefined offset; P is the period; and E is the overlay error. 
The number of targets measured is to be greater or equal to the 
cumulative number of free unknown parameters in the chosen 
function. In the above three term example, there are four 
unknowns: k, l, m, and E where the period is 360 degrees or 
2II radians. Therefore, four targets may be used to solve for 
the four unknowns which include overlay E. 
0083. When several (two or more) scatterometry overlay 
(SCOL) targets (with different pre-programmed offsets) are 
placed in the immediate vicinity of each other (within 0 to 250 
microns, for example), the overlay error may be assumed to 
be the same for all these targets. Each of the other free param 
eters can either vary or not vary from one SCOL target loca 
tion to the other one (within the field and/or across the wafer). 
(Overlay is assumed to vary between different overlay mea 
Surement locations in the stepper field or across the wafer). 
Alternatively, these free parameters (or Some of them) may 
either vary or not vary between X- and Y-SCOL target orien 
tations. Based on the information required, the measurement 
accuracy required and on whether some free parameters are 
not varying location-to-location and/or between X- and Y-ori 
entations, the total number of SCOL targets per overlay mea 
surement location and total number of SCOL targets to be 
measured per field and/or per wafer is determined. 
0084 An example of a phase algorithm approach to deter 
mining overlay error from Scatterometry signals from mul 
tiple targets is to treat the dependence of the scatterometry 
signals on overlay error as a periodic function. In this case the 
programmed offsets of the multiple targets are treated as 
initial phase offsets and the overlay error is treated as an 
additional phase. The overlay error can then be determined 
using well-known phase determination or phase retrieval 
methods. Well known phase retrieval methods that may 
include quadrature, 3-bucket, and 4-bucket phase retrieval 
algorithms can be used to determine overlay error. These 
phase retrieval methods are listed as examples only and are 
not meant to limit the scope of the invention. Phase detection 
methods are well known and are commonly used in diverse 
areas such as communications, interferometry, nuclear mag 
netic resonance, electronic circuits, to list a few examples. In 
another embodiment, a combination of linear, non-linear, and 
phase retrieval algorithms may be employed to determine the 
overlay error. 
0085 Certain conditions are preferably met with imple 
mentation of the above described techniques. The measure 
ment areas are substantially identical in all aspects except for 
the offsets, e.g., +F+f), -F+f), +F-f(), and -F-f). This is 
likely accomplished by placing the targets within about 100 
microns or less of each other and by choosing targets which 
are relatively-robust to the process (i.e. they have similar or 
less sensitivity to process variation as the device features). In 
practice, on production wafers, the profiles may deviate from 
identical for different offsets if the topography from the lower 
pattern layer(s) and the upper layer changes in response to 
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interacting with this topography. A difference or error signal 
between the two targets with different offsets is relatively 
independent of profile variation of the overlay target seg 
ments and to film variation as long as the profiles are common 
to the different targets. This is the substantial equivalent of 
common mode rejection of the parts of the signal that are 
determined by the profile and the films and the optics. The 
technique is also preferably robust to the range of process 
variation encountered in a typical manufacturing process. 
The signal differences due to the overlay error are also pref 
erably larger than the signal differences due to other sources 
of process variation between the nearby scatterometry over 
lay targets (including mask errors). 
I0086. If in a particular implementation the targets include 
structures grouped to exhibit the characteristics of lines, then 
a separate set of targets may be required for X and Y overlay 
measurements. If the overlay targets are composed of 2-di 
mensional structures (as seen from a top down view), then it 
may be possible to use one set of targets to get both X and Y 
overlay information. For oblique scatterometry, according to 
a specific implementation, it may be advantageous to rotate 
the orientation of the wafer with respect to the optical scat 
tering plane to measure the different X and Y overlay errors. 
For true normal incidence, it may be possible to get both X 
and Y overlay information from the different polarizations 
without rotating the wafer or the optics. 
I0087 Cartesian coordinates provide a convenient frame of 
reference for measuring overlay within a sample, with the X-y 
plane being located within, or substantially parallel with, a 
layer of the sample, and with the Z axis being Substantially 
perpendicular to the layers of the sample. The Cartesian coor 
dinate system could be fixed with respect to the sample or 
could be rotated to reduce the complexity of the measure 
ments. For example, overlay occurring diagonally across the 
sample but within a single layer could be described as two 
dimensional X-y overlay in a Cartesian system with the X-y 
axes Substantially parallel with the sides of a rectangular 
sample or stepper field. That same diagonal overlay could be 
measured along a single axis, however, by rotating the X-y 
axes such that the x axis is parallel with the direction of the 
diagonal overlay. 
I0088. In one embodiment, targets include more than one 
predefined offset, possibly between different sets of struc 
tures located in two layers, or possibly between different sets 
of structures located in more than two layers. In a general 
case, a target may include an indefinite number of layers, with 
all or Some of these layers having structures producing pre 
defined offsets. In a particular implementation, the structures 
in one or more underlying patterned layers of a target cause 
changes in the shape or topography of one or more upper 
layers (disposed above the underlying patterned layer(s)). In 
this implementation, the one or more upper layers may be 
Substantially or partially opaque or absorbing, and at least 
part of the diffraction signal may arise from the topography of 
an upper layer, the topography arising at least in part from the 
underlying patterned layer. 
I0089. According to one embodiment, structures included 
in a target may be organized in various configurations and 
shapes, including, for example, lines, grids, rectangles, 
squares, curved lines, curved shapes, circles, cylindrical 
shapes, conical shapes or combinations of the foregoing. 
Such configurations of structures may be disposed at various 
locations within the target, and may describe various angles 
with respect to the electromagnetic radiation incident on the 
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target. For example, the sets of structures could be organized 
as a set of parallel lines perpendicular to the direction of 
propagation of a collimated set of radiation rays or of a beam 
incident on the target. In another case, the structures orga 
nized as a set of parallel lines could be disposed at an acute 
angle with respect to the incident radiation, possibly at an 
angle of 45 degrees. Such a configuration could be advanta 
geous by facilitating determination of overlay in both Xandy 
directions, thereby reducing the need for additional overlay 
patterns or measurements. 
0090 Alternatively, the incident radiation could be 
directed to be substantially parallel to at least some of the 
parallel lines comprising the structures or defining the struc 
tures. This technique allows one to perform X and y overlay 
measurements without rotating the sample. 

1. Scatterometry System Embodiments and Uses of Same 
0091. Several of the techniques of the present invention 
may be implemented using any Suitable combination of soft 
ware and/or hardware system. For example, the techniques 
may be implemented within an overlay metrology tool. Pref 
erably, such metrology tool is integrated with a computer 
system which implements many of the operations of this 
invention. Such composite system preferably includes at least 
a scatterometry module for obtaining scatterometry signals of 
the overlay targets, and a processor configured to analyze the 
obtained scatterometry signals to thereby determine overlay 
error within Such targets. At minimum, the scatterometry 
module will usually include: (i) a source of illumination ori 
ented to direct radiation onto a specified location of the 
sample; and (ii) one or more detectors oriented to detect a 
scatterometry signal which has been scattered by the sample. 
0092. At least a portion of the techniques of the present 
invention may also be implemented in an overlay metrology 
system as an additional overlay measurement capability 
which complements an overlay measurement system or Sub 
system based on image analysis such as one used for conven 
tional box-in-box or frame-in-frame overlay targets or other 
imaging type overlay measurement structures. Examples of 
apparatus which combine imaging-based overlay metrology 
and scatterometry-based overlay are described in the above 
referenced Provisional Application No. 60/498.524, which is 
incorporated hereby reference. Several embodiments of such 
a combinational system are described further with respect to 
FIGS. 11d through 11f. Overlay data from imaging overlay 
measurements and scatterometry overlay measurements may 
be combined for various uses including: calculating the over 
lay correctables, calculating other overlay corrections, calcu 
lating overlay errors at other locations on the wafer. More use 
cases for combinations of imaging overlay metrology and 
scatterometry overlay metrology are also described in above 
referenced Provisional Application No. 60/498,524 and are 
described further below. 
0093 Regardless of the systems configuration, it may 
employ one or more memories or memory modules config 
ured to store data, program instructions for the general-pur 
pose inspection operations and/or the inventive techniques 
described herein. The program instructions may control the 
operation of an operating system and/or one or more appli 
cations. The memory or memories may also be configured to 
store scatterometry data obtained from the targets and overlay 
error results and optionally other overlay measurement data. 
0094. Because such information and program instructions 
may be employed to implement the systems/methods 
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described herein, embodiments of the present invention 
relates to machine readable media that include program 
instructions, state information, etc. for performing various 
operations described herein. Examples of machine-readable 
media include, but are not limited to, magnetic media such as 
hard disks, floppy disks, and magnetic tape; optical media 
Such as CD-ROM disks; magneto-optical media such as flop 
tical disks; and hardware devices that are specially configured 
to store and perform program instructions, such as read-only 
memory devices (ROM) and random access memory (RAM). 
The invention may also be embodied in a carrier wave trav 
eling over an appropriate medium such as airwaves, optical 
lines, electric lines, etc. Examples of program instructions 
include both machine code, such as produced by a compiler, 
and files containing higher level code that may be executed by 
the computer using an interpreter. 
(0095. Several of the system embodiments described below 
are mainly described and illustrated with respect to a scatter 
ometry module or components for obtaining spectra (or other 
measurable signals) from a plurality of targets, while the 
processor and memory are not shown. Additionally, several of 
the systems are described herein with respect to the above 
described linear Scatterometry approach. Of course, any Suit 
able scatterometry approach, such as the phase approach may 
be utilized. 

Imaging Metrology Systems in which the Numerical Aper 
ture is Optimized for Measurement of Scattering Structures: 
(0096 FIG. 4 is a diagrammatic representation of a micro 
scopic imaging system. As shown, the imaging system 400 
includes a beam generator 402 for producing an incident 
beam 403 of electromagnetic radiation, a beam splitter 404 
for directing the incident beam 405 towards the sample 408. 
Typically, the incident beam is focused onto the sample by an 
objective lens 406. An output beam 409 is then emitted from 
the sample in response to the incident beam and passed 
through the beam splitter 404 through relay lens 410 onto 
imager or camera 412. The camera 412 generates an image of 
the sample based on the output beam 409. 
0097. The system 400 also includes a processor and one or 
more memory 414 which are configured to control the various 
components, such as the beam generator 402, objective lens 
406, and cameral 412. The processor and memory are also 
configured to analyze the detected output beam or image 
implementing the various scatterometry techniques described 
above. 

0.098 Traditionally, such imaging systems (such as those 
used for overlay) have selected numerical apertures (NAs) 
(e.g., via objective lens 406) to optimize image resolution and 
to minimize optical aberrations. Selection of NA is typically 
performed in order to derive the overlay information from the 
variation in intensity overa single target (such as a box-in-box 
target) from the geometrical properties of the image. 
0099 Conventional imaging systems have relied upon 
high numerical apertures (NAs), such as 0.7 to 0.9, but doing 
so results in an expensive optical system which is sensitive to 
vibration, depth of focus, and optical aberrations. These 
issues reduce the achievable precision and cause a measure 
ment error referred to as “tool induced shift” or TIS. 

0100 Scatterometry systems may take measurements at 
multiple sites sequentially in order to measure both X and y 
overlay and to eliminate effects due to variations in other 
sample parameters, such as film thickness. This type of mea 
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Surement process results in significantly slower operation of 
the scatterometry tool relative to conventional overlay tech 
niques. 
0101. In one embodiment of the present invention, the 
illumination and imaging NAS of an imaging optical system 
are chosen to optimize the performance of the instrument on 
scattering structures by ensuring that only the Zeroth diffrac 
tion order is collected. One may take advantage of the fact that 
there exist performance advantages for certain metrology or 
inspection tasks pertaining to periodic structures when only 
the Zero order diffraction is collected by the detection system. 
Under this condition, only the specular reflection is collected. 
Since the output which is scattered out of the specular is not 
collected and the nonspecular output may be more sensitive to 
aberrations, collection of only the specular output tends to 
minimize effects caused by optics aberrations. This condition 
also will result in a tool which will be optimized for relative 
photometric measurements of multiple sites in the field of 
view as described further below. Very low TIS may also be 
achieved, as compared to conventional imaging systems. 
Much higher throughput may also be achieved than with 
conventional scatterometry systems. 
0102 Choosing the illumination and imaging NA’s for a 
particular imaging system is based on the particular configu 
ration of Such system. If we now consider the simplest imag 
ing system in which the numerical aperture NA of illumina 
tion and collection are the same and the incident beam in 
normal to the sample surface, then the condition of “Zero 
order diffraction only” can be met if: 

n >2dNA, where n=1. 

where d is the pitch of the structures of the targets being 
imaged. This can be restated in terms of the numerical aper 
tures of illumination NA and collection NA of the imaging 
system as: 

0103) This equation indicates that if we are able to con 
strain the numerical aperture of the illumination system, we 
can relax the constraint on the numerical aperture of the 
collection optics, which may be advantageous under certain 
conditions. Thus, the spectral range may be restricted to 
wavelengths greater than twice the product of the pitch and 
the NA. Under realistic conditions the scattered radiation 
beam will be wider (more divergent) than the illumination 
beam. Under realistic circumstances however, infinitely peri 
odic gratings are not imaged and so the above equations 
become approximations and the diffracted plane waves 
become somewhat divergent. So it may be preferable to 
include a margin of safety in the constraint and require that: 

ne2dNA(1+e), where n=1 and e is small, typically 
less than 0.5. 

0104. As an example, for an NA 0.4 imaging system, 
wavelengths may be restricted to values greater than 0.8 times 
the largest pitch, which does not seem to be an unreasonable 
constraint. For periodic structures having features of design 
rule 70 nm and below, the densest structures with pitches as 
low as 200 nm does not constrain the spectral range of imag 
ing systems with operating wavelengths equal to about 200 
nm or longer, while more isolated features with pitches as 
large as 500 nm are preferably measured with wavelengths 
longer than 400 nm. 
0105. It is preferable to account for these constraints when 
designing an imaging spectrometer for metrology and inspec 
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tion applications. A limit on the spatial resolution of the 
imaging system is the numerical aperture of the system. It is 
advantageous to achieve the highest spatial resolution so as to 
be able to shrink to a minimum the size of metrology struc 
tures and conserve valuable wafer real estate. Restated, this 
allows minimization of proximity effects or “crosstalk” 
between adjacent features in the field of view of the imaging 
spectrometer. Therefore, the highest possible NA is achieved 
while meeting the constraint that only the Zero order diffrac 
tion is collected by the detection system. 
010.6 Another interesting outcome of this constraint is 
that the highest possible overlay spatial resolution may be 
achieved without ever resolving the features under test. This 
may have further advantages as it should ensure that prob 
lematic aliasing phenomena are avoided in the imaging sys 
tem. In a preferred embodiment, anarchitecture is provided in 
which the spectral band pass can be easily modified or 
selected by the measurement system or algorithm based on 
the largest pitch in the feature under test (e.g., as the systems 
in FIGS. 5A through 5D described further below). Alterna 
tively, the NA of either illumination or collection could be 
easily modified, depending on the largest pitch in the feature 
under test. Alternatively, all of these embodiments may be 
implemented within a single system. 
0107 FIGS.5A through5E illustrate four embodiments of 
microscopic imaging systems having a numerical aperture 
(NA) optimized for scattering characteristics. As shown in 
FIG.5A, the system 500 may have components which operate 
like the same named components of the system in FIG. 4. The 
system 500 further includes a wavelength selection device 
520 for selecting a particular wavelength. The wavelength 
selection device allows light of different wavelengths to be 
sent selectively to one or more detectors. A wide variety of 
well-known spectroscopic filtering techniques may be 
employed to modify the spectra band, including selecting 
from a set of band pass interference filters, continuously 
varying bandpass interference filters, grating based spectrom 
eters, acousto-optic tunable filters, to name a few. The wave 
length selection device 520 is positioned within the incident 
beam path. The system 500 may also include a polarizer 
control device 522 for causing the incident beam to be in a 
particular polarization state and a polarization analyzer 524 
for analyzing or separating out the polar components of the 
collected beam. 

0108. The system 530 of FIG. 5B is similar to the system 
500 of FIG.5A, except a wavelength modulation device 532 
is used in place of a wavelength selection device. The system 
540 of FIG.5C is similar to the system 500 of FIG.5A, except 
the wavelength selection device 542 is positioned in the out 
put beam path. The system 550 of FIG.5D is similar to the 
system 500 of FIG. 5C, except a wavelength modulation 
device 552 is used in place of a wavelength selection device. 
The wavelength modulation device operates by modulating 
the intensity of different wavelengths in different temporal 
patterns such as different sinusoidal frequencies. The most 
common examples of such a device are interferometers which 
can be controlled by changing one or more optical path 
lengths in the wavelength modulation device 532 itself (e.g., 
an interferometric system, such as in a Michelson, Fabry 
Perot, or Sagnac interferometers). The spectral information 
may be derived from the resulting signal with a transform 
analysis like a Fourier transform or Hadamard transform, for 
example. 
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0109 FIG. 5E is a top view representation of an imaging 
spectrometer, multiple site field-of-view example in accor 
dance with one embodiment of the present invention. In one 
implementation, spectra from one or more pixels in each 
dotted box are averaged to create a spectrum for each of the 
four measurement targets. Alternatively, spectra from one or 
more pixels located only in a central region of each dotted box 
are averaged together. Size and spacing of lines in the illus 
trated targets are exaggerated for emphasis. There is an area 
where the lines of layer 2 are disposed above the lines of layer 
1 for at least part of the target. The signals for this area are 
detected as scatterometry overlay signals. Another example 
of the targets is shown in FIG. 11a. 
0110 FIG.5(f) is a diagrammatic representation of a fixed, 
discrete channel optical system in accordance with a fifth 
embodiment of the present invention. In this embodiment, the 
system includes a mirror having spectroscopic apertures 562. 
That is, the mirror is reflected, except for a plurality of aper 
tures which let the light from the sample pass through in 
particular spatial portions. FIG. 5(g) is a diagrammatic rep 
resentation of the aperture mirror of FIG. 5(f) in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the 
mirror 572 includes four etched apertures 574. Theapertures 
574 are etched within a mirror reflective Substrate 572. In one 
implementation, the light which corresponds to each center 
portion of each target pass through the mirror to separate 
detectors, e.g., fiber pickoffs to spectrometers 564. The 
remaining portion of the target image, excluding the central 
image portions for each target, is reflected by mirror 562 to a 
camera. FIG. 5(h) is a top view representation of an imaging 
spectrometer, multiple site field of view example with miss 
ing aperture components (that are sent to spectrometers) in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. As 
shown, the camera image of the targets contains missing 
portions 582 which signals are sent to spectrometers, instead 
of a camera. 

0111. The NA of any of the above described systems may 
be selected to ensure that only the zeroth diffraction order is 
collected in any suitable manner. In one proposed operational 
embodiment: 

0112 1. Two or more sites of differing characteristics 
are located in the field of view of the imaging system. 

0113 2. Images are captured over one or more spectral 
ranges. 

0114 3. For each measurement site in the field of view, 
all or some of the pixels determined to be within that site 
are summed or otherwise combined to characterize the 
photometric properties of that site in that spectral range. 

0115 
0116 5. The results for each site over each spectral 
range are processed to determine the properties of the 
sample. For example, the above described spectral 
analysis techniques (i.e., F+fo) are used on the obtained 
spectra for each target. 

0117 6. Steps 1 through 5 are repeated for the plurality 
of measurement sites desired across the wafer. 

4. Step 3 is repeated for each spectral range. 

While this example technique describes sequentially captur 
ing images over different spectral regions, this could be 
accomplished simultaneously using a system of wavelength 
dependent beam splitters, filters, and/or mirrors. Alterna 
tively, the same could be affected by using a device, such as a 
Sagnac interferometer, which captures multiple images at 
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different optical path differences, these being used to derive 
information equivalent to images taken over different spectral 
ranges. 

Scatterometric Overlay Using Filters: 
0118 Conventional imaging overlay tools have a high 
magnification and Small field of view. Inspection for gross 
patterning defects is either done manually on a microscope or 
automatically on a separate macro inspection tool. A low 
magnification overlay tool unfortunately requires multiple 
steps or tools, some of which are manual. 
0119. In one embodiment, a low magnification micro 
Scope with a mechanism for selecting one or more wave 
length ranges is provided. This tool also preferably uses one 
or more broadband sources with filters, with multiple sources 
covering different wavelength ranges, variable filters, etc. 
FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic representation of a system 600 for 
selecting one or more wavelength ranges in accordance with 
one embodiment of the present invention. As shown, the 
system 600 includes a broadband source 602 for generating a 
multiple wavelength incident light beam 604 towards sample 
606. A multiple wavelength output beam 608 is scattered 
from the sample 606 in response to the incident beam 604. 
The system 600 also includes a filter 610 for selectively 
passingaportion of the output beam 611 based on wavelength 
to camera 612. In one implementation, the filter is config 
urable to pass particular colors, such as red, green, blue, or 
yellow. The camera is operable to generate an image based on 
the filtered output beam 611. 
I0120 Measurements of overlay are taken by moving to a 
location on the sample where one or more of the targets in a 
target set are in the field of view of the microscope. An image 
is acquired and the intensity from Some or all of the pixels in 
the image, which includes each individual target, are aver 
aged or Summed to give an intensity value for the target at a 
particular setting of the filter. In one embodiment, the filter is 
adjusted so as to give a maximum difference between targets. 
This may subsequently be normalized with respect to a ref 
erence surface, to the number of pixels Summed, or corrected 
by a map of the illumination uniformity within the field of 
view. The sample or optics may then be moved until all of the 
necessary targets in a target set are measured. The overlay 
value is then determined using the intensity values in any of 
the above described scatterometry techniques, such as the 
linear approach by: 

This process could be repeated over multiple wavelength 
ranges to improve accuracy, precision, and robustness, 
wherein the wavelengths which result in the best contrast are 
used for the scatterometry analysis. 
I0121 Because the magnification is low and the field of 
view is large compared to a typical imaging overlay tool and 
because an image of the area of the sample is collected, unlike 
a conventional reflectometer or ellipsometer, analysis of the 
image may be used to detect other types of processing prob 
lems by analyzing the image. For example, if the wrong 
reticle has been used for one or more processing steps, the 
image would be materially different. If the resist thickness 
were incorrect, the brightness or contrast of the image may be 
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affected. If resist streaking were present, variation of bright 
ness or contrast over the image may be detected. In CMP 
(chemical mechanical polishing) processes, processing errors 
Such as over-polish, under-polish, etc. could be similarly 
detected. 
0122. In this embodiment, multiple scatterometry targets 
can be measured simultaneously, increasing the measurement 
speed. Additionally, processing errors or changes in process 
ing conditions other than overlay can be detected without the 
need for a separate inspection tool. 

Simultaneous, Multi-Angle Scatterometry: 
0123 Techniques of obtaining scatterometric measure 
ments may include the theta or 2-theta approach, in which 
scattering intensity from a grating or other repeating structure 
is measured at a plurality of angles by making multiple, 
sequential measurements. As the sample rotates through an 
angle of theta, the detector is generally rotated through 
2-theta. Alternatively, the angles of the incident beam and 
detector System may be changed simultaneously. Use of the 
2-theta approach is very slow, since multiple measurements 
are typically made. Use of multiple angle scanning scatter 
ometry, Such as a scanning angle of incidence system, 
requires mechanics which can accurately scanthrough a pre 
cise range of angles. 
0.124. In a specific embodiment of the present invention, 
techniques and apparatus for simultaneous, multi-angle scat 
terometry are provided. Unlike the 2-theta approach, mea 
surements are made with an apparatus which permits scatter 
ing intensity to be simultaneously determined for many 
angles. This technique is far faster than the 2-theta approach. 
0.125. In order to implement this approach, an optical 
apparatus such as that shown in U.S. Pat. No. 5,166,752 by 
Spanier etal could be used. This patent is herein incorporated 
by reference in its entirety. In this patent, a multi-angle ellip 
someter is shown in, for example, FIGS. 3 and 4 of the 
Spanier et al. patent. FIG. 7 is a diagrammatic representation 
of a simultaneous, multiple angle of incidence ellipsometer 
700. As shown, the ellipsometer includes a source generator 
(e.g., components 702, 706, 708, 710, and 712) for directing 
polarized light onto the surface of sample 714, detection 
optics (e.g., components 718 through 724) for handling and 
detecting the output beam emitted from the sample, and a 
detector 726 for generating a signal related to the polarization 
state of the light reflected from the sample. The source gen 
erator includes a light source 702, a polarizer 708, a compen 
sator 710 with a variable aperture, and a focusing lens system 
712 simultaneously directing polarized light from a single 
beam of light from the light Source onto the sample's Surface 
at different angles of incidence. The source generator may 
also include an optional optical narrow band filter. 
0126 The lens system 712 has an effective aperture to 
focal length ratio for focusing the light on the sample 714 with 
angles of incidence which vary over a range of angles of at 
least one or two degrees. In a particular embodiment, the 
range of angles of incidence is about 30 degrees. Larger 
angles could be employed for directing rays at the sample 
714. 
0127. The focusing lens system 712 focuses the polarized 
light which may be from a He Ne laser for example, down 
to a single small spot or point on the sample 714. The different 
incident rays may have widely varying angles of incidence 
which are focused on a single, Small spot on the sample 714. 
Thus, the light directed on the small spot on sample 714 
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contains rays at many angles of incidence above and below 
the angle of incidence of the central ray through the focusing 
lens. Each one of the incoming rays is reflected at an angle 
equal to its angle of incidence with the polarization state of 
each of the rays being altered by that reflection. A detector 
array 726 is employed to detect a plurality of rays reflected 
from the sample 714 individually over different, narrow 
ranges of angles of incidence to simply and quickly obtain 
data at a plurality of angles of incidence. 
I0128. The output beam emitted from the sample 714 is 
directed through output lens 716, interchangeable aperture 
718, polarization analyzer 720, and an optional alternate filter 
724 onto detector array 726. The diameter d of the lenses 712 
and 716 corresponds to their effective diameter. In the illus 
trated embodiment the lenses 712 and 716 each have a diam 
eter d of 18 mm and a focal length 1 of 34 mm. Other effective 
lens diameters and focallengths could be employed so long as 
a range of angles of incidence, preferably at least 30 degrees, 
is provided. The lens diameter and focal length are chosen 
with a view toward maximizing the number of angles of 
incidence of the light beams which strike the sample 714. In 
an alternative embodiment, light is transmitted through the 
sample rather than reflected from a surface of the sample. 
I0129. The refocusing lens or lenses 716 directs the 
reflected (transmitted) light toward the detector array 726. 
However, a refocusing lens need not be employed as the 
reflected (transmitted) light could be made to directly 
impinge upon an array of detectors. It is preferable that the 
lenses 712 and 716 do not themselves alter the polarization 
state of the light. 
0.130. The detector array 726 may be a linear, multiple 
element detector wherein each of the detector elements can 
detect a narrow range of angles of incidence of the rays that 
illuminate the sample. In the disclosed embodiment, the array 
726 is a solid-state photosensitive detector array wherein the 
separate detector elements are all integrated on one circuit 
chip. Particularly, the detector elements comprise a linear 
array of photodiodes. While integrated on a single circuit 
chip, the individual photodiodes can function as separate 
detectors. The linear array of the disclosed embodiment com 
prises 128 detector elements arranged in a row to provide data 
for 128 different angles of incidence where the full array is 
illuminated by the reflected (transmitted) light. The number 
of individual detector elements could be more or less than that 
in the disclosed embodiment and the detector elements need 
not be integrated on a single chip but could be discrete detec 
tors. By using a plurality of detector elements, it is possible to 
simultaneously detect the light reflected from the surface (or 
transmitted through the sample) for each of a plurality of 
different angles of incidence. It is also possible with the 
invention to employ a smaller number of detector elements 
which could be sequentially moved to mechanically scan the 
reflected (transmitted) rays for detection but this technique 
would require more time and could be less accurate, depend 
ing upon positioning accuracy. 
I0131 The physical size of each of the detector elements is 
preferably less than the expanse of the reflected rays so that 
each element detects only a certain narrow range of angles of 
incidence on the illuminating side. The output of each of the 
detectors is used in a conventional manner as with real time 
computer techniques (e.g., via analyzer 720) to generate data 
in terms of A and I for each of those narrow ranges of angles 
of incidence. The data may then be used in any of the above 
described scatterometry approaches, as well as interpreted in 
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a conventional manner. The linear array preferably runs in the 
plane of the optical system. In the disclosed embodiment, the 
long axis of the linear detector array 726 lies in the plane of 
incidence of the central ray and perpendicular to the central 
ray for detecting the maximum number of incidence angles. 
Alternatively, the compensator 710 could be placed after the 
sample 714 before analyzer 720 instead of, or in addition to, 
being located before the sample 714. 
0132 Such an ellipsometer could be used to illuminate a 
scatterometry target simultaneously over a range of angles, 
and an intensity of the scattered light is measured overa range 
of angles simultaneously with an array detector or the like. 
The signals acquired with a simultaneous, multi-angle system 
may be analyzed with a self-calibrating multi-target method 
such as the linear or phase-based methods described above. 
0133. By collecting data from the intensities measured at 
those angles, the parameters of the grating or other target can 
also be determined. For example, the data can be compared 
against theoretical models of data derived from techniques 
such as those mentioned by U.S. Pat. No. 6,590,656, issued 
Jul. 8, 2003, entitled “SPECTROSCOPIC SCATTEROM 
ETER SYSTEM” by Xu et al, which patent is herein incor 
porated by reference in its entirety. The data can also be 
compared to theoretical models derived from techniques such 
as those mentioned by U.S. patent application, having appli 
cation Ser. No. 09/833,084, filed 10 Apr. 2001, entitled 
“PERIODIC PATTERNS AND TECHNIQUE TO CON 
TROL MISALIGNMENT, by Abdulhalim, et al., which 
application is herein incorporated by reference in its entirety. 
This comparison can then be used to extract structure or target 
parameters from a database based on Such comparison. 
0134. The model can also be adjusted based on such com 
parison. For instance, when the measured data significantly 
differs from the theoretical data, the model which was used to 
generate the theoretical data may then be adjusted so as to 
generate a more accurate value. 
0135 The data can be pre-generated and stored in librar 

ies, or generated in real time during analysis. It is also pos 
sible, for techniques like scatterometric overlay, to directly 
compare measured spectra associated with various targets. 
Such differential measurements can then be used to deter 
mine overlay misregistration. 
0136. It would also be possible to perform this technique 
with a beam profile reflectometer such as that described in 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,999,014, issued 12 Mar. 1991, entitled 
METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR MEASURING 
THICKNESS OF THIN FILMS” by Goldet al., which patent 
is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety. 
0137 An alternative embodiment of a simultaneous, 
multi-angle optical apparatus Suitable for measuring scatter 
ometry signals for overlay is an Optical Fourier Transform 
instrument described in SPIE Vol. 4299, pp 279-290, (2001) 
by Obein, et al., which is incorporated herein by reference in 
its entirety. An implementation of this optical concept is the 
EZ-Contrast by ELDIM of Hérouville Saint Clair, France. A 
polarizer may be used to control the polarization of the inci 
dent beam. A polarizing element may be used to analyze the 
polarization of the scattered radiation before it reaches the 
detector or CCD. The resulting scatterometry signals may be 
analyzed with the linear algorithm or a phase detection algo 
rithm described herein. The Optical FourierTransform instru 
ment may be configured to operate with a single wavelength, 
multiple wavelengths operating in parallel or in series, or with 
a Fourier transform modulation on the incident radiation. 
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Simultaneous Ellipsometry and Reflectometry: 
0.138 A system for employing a combination of ellipsom 
eters and reflectometers may be employed to improve the 
accuracy of Scatterometric measurements of overlay. In one 
embodiment, two or more ellipsometers are utilized as scat 
terometers to measure overlay. One of more of these ellip 
Someters could be spectroscopic ellipsometers. In another 
embodiment, two or more reflectometers are utilized as scat 
terometers to measure overlay. One of more of these reflec 
tometers could be polarized reflectometers. Alternatively, a 
combination of one or more ellipsometers and one or more 
reflectometers are utilized as scatterometers to measure over 
lay. 
0.139 Measurements can be performed serially (with each 
tool performing measurements at different times), in parallel 
(with all tools performing measurements Substantially-simul 
taneously, or in any other arrangement (e.g., at least two but 
less than all of the tools performing measurements Substan 
tially-simultaneously). 
0140. In any of the implementations described herein, 
various tools may perform measurements at different angles 
of incidence, including near normally and obliquely, or both 
normal and oblique. That is, two or more of the following 
systems may be used together to achieve both a near normal 
incidence and one or more oblique angles: a spectroscopic 
near normal incidence reflectometer, a spectroscopic near 
normal incidence polarized reflectometer, a spectroscopic 
near normal incidence polarized differential reflectometer, an 
oblique incidence spectroscopic ellipsometer, and a spectro 
scopic oblique incidence polarized differential reflectometer. 
0.141. In a specific implementation, at least two tools per 
form Scatterometric measurements at Substantially the same 
angle of incidence but from different directions. For instance, 
a first tool would be used for scatterometric measurements in 
the X direction, and a second tool would be used for scattero 
metric measurements in they direction. Such a system could 
eliminate certain common scattered signals, with a corre 
sponding increase inaccuracy of measurements, and provide 
a symmetric configuration. 
0142. An advantage of employing a combination of Such 
tools in scatterometric determination of overlay is that the 
accuracy of the measurements could be increased. Another 
advantage in using more than one tool and performing mea 
Surements at more than one angle (or point) of incidence is to 
help separate effects affecting the medium of interest (e.g., 
film effects) from overlay. For example, ellipsometer signals 
or polarization dependent signals from optical systems oper 
ating at normal or near-normal incidence have lower sensi 
tivity to film thickness than at more oblique angles of inci 
dence but have significant sensitivity to the overlay of 
scatterometry overlay targets. A further advantage is that 
combinations of ellipsometers and reflectometers already 
exist in current inspection tools. Another advantage of 
employing a combination of scatterometers configured to 
perform scatterometry measurements substantially in parallel 
on different targets or different target sections could be to 
reduce the total time required for measurement. Another 
advantage of a parallel measurement system could be to 
increase the signal acquisition time for each scatterometry 
overlay target and improve the measurement precision. 

Scatterometric Overlay Determination Using FT Processing: 
0.143 A system for scatterometric measurement of over 
lay using fourier transform (FT) processing may also be uti 
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lized. In one embodiment, an interferometer is employed to 
modulate substantially all wavelengths of a broadband 
source, and the scattered radiation is detected with a CCD 
camera. Substantially all wavelengths of the modulation band 
are recorded for each pixel, or for groups of pixels. As the 
interferometer steps through the modulation band, a spectro 
scopic image of the scattered signal is produced. 
0144. The resulting spectroscopic image may have a rela 

tively large field of view. For example, the image may include 
several multiple targets. The spectroscopic image could be 
processed on a pixel-by-pixel basis to accurately determine 
overlay while eliminating extraneous effects (e.g., film 
effects). Alternatively, processing could be performed using 
groups of pixels to improve speed and decrease processing 
resources. For example, a group of pixels from each target 
may be analyzed using any of the above described scatterom 
etry processes. In a linear Scatterometry approach, the images 
for each corresponding pair of targets are subtracted to obtain 
difference images D1 and D2. A characteristic, such as aver 
age intensity, of each difference signal is then obtained to 
result in P1 and P2, which are then used to determine the 
overlay error. 
0145. In a specific implementation, a Michelson interfer 
ometeris used to step through a wavelength modulation band. 
Alternatively, a Linnik interferometer, or any other interfer 
ometer, could be employed. For each position of the mirror, a 
CCD camera records the scattered signal intercepted in the 
field of view of the camera. The detected signals may then be 
digitized and stored on a pixel-by-pixel basis, or as groups of 
pixels. The magnitude of the steps is generally proportional 
with the accuracy of the overlay measurement. The speed of 
the camera (e.g., the number of fields per second that the 
camera can capture) is typically proportional with the speed 
of the measurement. Once the modulation band is spanned, 
the signal recorded for each pixel (or group of pixels) may be 
used as a basis for a discrete fourier transformation (or DFT). 
The DFT provides a spectral profile for each pixel (or group 
of pixels). Alternatively, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), 
Hadamard transform, or other known transform methods 
could be applied. Similarly, convolution or other mathemati 
cal methods could be used to determine the spectral profile. 
This spectral profile for each target may then be used in any of 
the scatterometry overlay techniques described above. Over 
lay determination can then be performed with increased accu 
racy. 

Multiple Tunable Lasers: 
0146 A system which has a combination of tunable lasers 
may be utilized to improve the accuracy of scatterometric 
measurements of overlay in combination with measurements 
performed by various configurations of ellipsometers and 
reflectometers. The tunable lasers provide radiation incident 
on the Surface of interest. In one embodiment, scatterometric 
overlay measurements are performed using targets disposed 
in at least one layer of the design under consideration, and the 
tunable lasers provide radiation beams incident on the targets 
at multiple laser settings (e.g., at multiple wavelengths). 
0147 The measured signals may then be averaged 
together before or after processing. In one example linear 
scatterometry approach, measured radiation beams are 
obtained from targets A, B, C, and D. Two difference signals 
D1 and D2 from each pair of targets may then be obtained at 
multiple tunable laser settings. The signals measured from 
each target for each tunable laser setting may be averaged 
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together prior to obtaining the difference signals D1 and D2. 
Alternatively, each set of differences signals for D1 and D2 
may be averaged together to obtain a single average differ 
ence signal D1 and D2. Properties P1 and P2 of the difference 
signals D1 and D2 (e.g., integration) may then be obtained. In 
an alternative embodiment, multiple properties P1 and P2 are 
obtained for the different configurations of the tunable laser 
(without averaging the measured signals or the difference 
signals D1 and D2) and the results are averaged for each 
signal P1 and P2. The overlay error may then be obtained 
based on the signals P1 and P2 as described above. Alterna 
tively, a phase scatterometry approach may be used by obtain 
ing measured signals at multiple wavelengths from a plurality 
of targets. 
0148 Similarly, one ore more light emitting diodes cov 
ering one or more wavelength ranges might be used. 

Scatterometric Overlay Determination Using Spatial 
Filtering: 

0149 One embodiment expands on the above described 
embodiment for Scatterometric Overlay Determination using 
FT Processing. 
0150. A system for scatterometric measurement of over 
lay using FT processing in connection with spatial filtering is 
provided. More particularly, the signal reflected by at least 
one scatterometry target is selectively filtered spatially to 
only process particular signal components. 
0151. In the above described embodiment for Scattero 
metric Overlay Determination using FT Processing, an inter 
ferometer is employed to modulate substantially all wave 
lengths of a broadband source, and the scattered radiation is 
detected with a detector, such as a CCD camera. Substantially 
all wavelengths may then be recorded for each pixel, or for 
groups of pixels. As the interferometer steps through the 
modulation band, a spectroscopic image of any spatial por 
tion of the scattered signal is produced. In the present 
example, where the scattered signal corresponding to a com 
plete image (or a portion of an image) is collected, only a 
portion of the signal corresponding to a single line of pixels is 
retained. Alternatively, a portion of the signal corresponding 
to a plurality of pixel lines, but less than the whole image, is 
collected. Such a selective collection of the scattered signal 
can be achieved by spatially filtering the signal to only retain 
horizontal, Vertical or oblique stripes of the signal corre 
sponding to rows of pixels in the detector or CCD camera. 
Alternatively, a larger, more complete portion of the scattered 
signal could be collected at the CCD camera, but the infor 
mation corresponding to undesirable rows of pixels (e.g., an 
edge of a target or a border between two targets) may be 
discarded Subsequent to the collection. 
0152 The spectroscopic image corresponding to the 
retained signal may then be processed on a pixel-by-pixel 
basis to accurately determine overlay while eliminating extra 
neous effects (e.g., film effects). For instance, particular spa 
tial portions of the scattered radiation may be blocked to 
remove particular frequency and/or phase information. Alter 
natively, processing could be performed using groups of pix 
els to improve speed and decrease processing resources. This 
embodiment provides higher SNR (signal to noise) over con 
ventional processing methods. 
0153. In one implementation of the invention, any of the 
above described techniques to determine overlay in reference 
to the Scatterometric Overlay Determination using FT Pro 
cessing embodiment may be used. 
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0154 Compared to the embodiment for Scatterometric 
Overlay Determination using FT Processing, aspects of the 
embodiment for Scatterometric Overlay Determination 
Using Spatial Filtering may improve the processing speed 
and the throughput, while decreasing processing resources. 

Examples of Spectroscopic Ellipsometers and Spectroscopic 
Reflectometers: 

0155 FIG. 8 is a schematic view of a spectroscopic scat 
terometer system 800, in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention. The system 800 combines the features 
of a spectroscopic ellipsometer 802 and spectroscopic reflec 
tometer 804, each of which may be used for measuring over 
lay of a grating structure 806 disposed on a substrate or wafer 
808. The grating structure 806, which is shown in a somewhat 
simplified format in the Figure, may be widely varied. The 
grating structure 806 may, for example, correspond to any of 
those grating structures described herein. Both the spectro 
scopic ellipsometer 802 and spectroscopic reflectometer 804 
may utilize a stage 810, which is used for moving the sub 
strate 808 in the horizontal xy directions as well as the vertical 
Z direction. The stage may also rotate or tilt the Substrate. In 
operation, the stage 810 moves the substrate 808 so that the 
grating structure 806 can be measured by the spectroscopic 
ellipsometer 802 and/or the spectroscopic reflectometer 804. 
0156 The spectroscopic ellipsometer 802 and spectro 
scopic reflectometer 804 also utilize one or more broadband 
radiation sources 812. By way of example, the light source 
812 may supply electromagnetic radiation having wave 
lengths in the range of at least 230 to 800 nm. Examples of 
broadband light sources include deuterium discharge lamps, 
Xenon arc lamps, tungsten filament lamps, quartz halogen 
lamps, and light emitting diodes (LEDs). Alternatively, one or 
more laser radiation sources may be used instead of or in 
combination with the broadband light source. In the case 
where the signal is collected at only one or a few wavelengths, 
the system may not be considered a spectroscopic ellipsom 
eter but may be referred to as a single wavelength (or multi 
wavelength) ellipsometer. 
0157. In the spectroscopic reflectometer 804, a lens 814 
collects and directs radiation from source 812 to a beam 
splitter 816, which reflects part of the incoming beam towards 
the focus lens 818, which focuses the radiation onto the 
substrate 808 in the vicinity of the grating structure 806. The 
light reflected by the substrate 808 is collected by the lens 
818, passes through the beam splitter 816 to a spectrometer 
820. 
0158. The spectral components are detected and signals 
representing Such components are Supplied to the computer 
822, which computes the overlay in any of the manners 
described above. 
0159. In the spectroscopic ellipsometer 802, the light 
source 812 supplies light through a fiber optic cable 824, 
which randomizes the polarization and creates a uniform light 
source for illuminating the substrate 808. Upon emerging 
from the fiber 824, the radiation passes through an optical 
illuminator 826 that may include a slit aperture and a focus 
lens (not shown). The light emerging from the illuminator 826 
is polarized by a polarizer 828 to produce a polarized sam 
pling beam 830 illuminating the substrate 808. The radiation 
emerging from the sampling beam 830 reflects off of the 
substrate 808 and passes through an analyzer 832 to a spec 
trometer 834. The spectral components of the reflected radia 
tion are detected and signals representing Such components 
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are supplied to the computer 822, which computes the overlay 
in any of the manners described above. 
0160. In the spectroscopic ellipsometer 802, either the 
polarizer 828 or the analyzer 832 or both may include a 
waveplate, also known as compensator or retarder (not 
shown). The waveplate changes the relative phase between 
two polarizations so as to change linearly polarized light to 
elliptically polarized light or vice versa. 
0.161. In order to collect more information about the inter 
action of the incident polarized light 830 with the sample, it 
may be desirable to modulate the polarization state of the light 
or modulate the polarization sensitivity of the analyzer or 
both. Typically this is done by rotating an optical element 
within the polarizer and/or analyzer. A polarizing element 
within the polarizer or analyzer may be rotated, or, if at least 
one of those assemblies contains a waveplate, the waveplate 
may be rotated. The rotation may be controlled by the com 
puter 822 in a manner known to those skilled in the art. 
Although the use of a rotating element may work well, it may 
limit the system 802. As should be appreciated, the use of 
rotating elements may be slow, and because there are moving 
parts they tend to be less reliable. 
(0162. In accordance with one embodiment, therefore, the 
polarizer 828 is configured to include a polarization modula 
tor 836, such as photoelastic modulator (PEM), in order to 
produce a fast and reliable spectroscopic ellipsometer. The 
polarization modulator replaces the rotating waveplate. The 
polarization modulator 836 is an optical element that per 
forms the same function as a rotating waveplate, but without 
the costly speed and reliability problems. The polarization 
modulator 836 allows electrical modulation of the phase of 
the light without mechanically rotating any optical compo 
nents. Modulation frequencies as high as 100 kHz are readily 
attainable. 
0163. In an alternative embodiment, the analyzer 832 is 
configured to include a polarization modulator such as a PEM 
(Photoelastic Modulator) that can be modulated electrically. 
In yet another embodiment, both the polarizer and analyzer 
contain polarization modulators, such as PEMs, that are 
modulated at different frequencies. 
0164. Because the polarization modulator 836 can modu 
late at such a high frequency, the polarization modulator 836 
may be used to perform various techniques, which would 
otherwise be too slow. For example, the difference between 
the polarized reflectivity of two structures may be obtained. 
To do this, a PEM may be combined with an acoustic optical 
modulator (AOM), where the AOM rapidly moves between 
the two structures while modulating the polarization state at a 
different (but related, such as multiple or submultiple) fre 
quency. Signals at the sum and the difference of the PEM and 
AOM modulation frequencies contain useful information and 
can be detected with high signal-to-noise by Synchronous 
detection. Alternatively the AOM on the incident beam could 
be used in combination with a PEM in the analyzer. 
0.165 Although not shown, the rotating waveplate may 
also be replaced by a polarization modulator in other types of 
scatterometric systems as for example a polarization sensitive 
reflectometer. 
0166 Another optical system that may be used for scat 
terometry overlay measurements is a differential reflectome 
ter or differential ellipsometer for detecting the +/-1 diffrac 
tion orders as described in the above referenced U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 09/833,084 by Abdulhalim et al., which 
is incorporated herein by reference. One of the signals that 
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may be analyzed is differential intensity DS-(R-R)/(R. 
1+R ). The signals may be measured from multiple scatter 
ometry overlay targets with various offsets as described 
above. The resulting scatterometry signals may be analyzed 
with the linear algorithm or a phase detection algorithm 
described herein to determine the overlay. 

Scatterometric Overlay Database: 
0167 One aspect of the present invention provides a data 
base of scatterometric overlay information that may be uti 
lized for scatterometric overlay determination. 
0.168. In one implementation, one or more database are 
provided which include one or more libraries of overlay infor 
mation. The database information is then used in overlay 
measurementS. 

0169. In one implementation, the libraries are compiled 
using predetermined test patterns with artificially-induced 
overlay. Alternatively, the libraries are produced using layer 
misregistrations programmed into the stepper. In another 
embodiment, the overlay that is induced or programmed has 
a progressive characteristic, varying within a particular range. 
0170 The information stored into the database may 
include overlay data regarding the actual overlay printed on 
the wafer, as induced via the test pattern or by the stepper. 
Alternatively or additionally, this information is obtained 
from overlay actually measured on samples. The database 
may further store scatterometry measurement records asso 
ciated with the overlay data. Such scatterometry measure 
ment records may be obtained by performing actual scattero 
metric measurements of the overlay data. The database may 
also include information regarding materials, process condi 
tions, optical parameters, and other relevant data. The data 
base information may be further enhanced by interpolation 
and other preprocessing. 
0171 The scatterometry database information may be uti 
lized to improve the accuracy and speed of overlay measure 
ments by retrieving scatterometry data associated with par 
ticular scatterometric measurements and process conditions 
recorded during actual measurements. In one implementa 
tion, theoretical overlay data which is generated using models 
and various target and optics configurations is recorded in a 
database. When overlay is measured on a particular set of 
targets, the measured overlay may then be matched to a par 
ticular theoretical overlay value. Target characteristics, for 
example, associated with the matching theoretical value may 
then be obtained. 
0172 Dynamic selection of a measurement algorithm or 
methods may also be provided based on database lookups. A 
further implementation utilizes the database to calibrate scat 
terometric overlay measurement tools before or during pro 
duction line measurements. 

Alternative Systems for Performing Scatterometry: 

0173 According to various embodiments of the invention, 
acquisition of the spectra A through D (and of additional 
spectra if present) is performed using an optical apparatus 
that may comprise any of the following or any combination of 
the following apparatus: an imaging reflectometer, an imag 
ing spectroscopic reflectometer, a polarized spectroscopic 
imaging reflectometer, a scanning reflectometer system, a 
system with two or more reflectometers capable of parallel 
data acquisition, a system with two or more spectroscopic 
reflectometers capable of parallel data acquisition, a system 
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with two or more polarized spectroscopic reflectometers 
capable of parallel data acquisition, a system with two or 
more polarized spectroscopic reflectometers capable of serial 
data acquisition without moving the wafer stage or moving 
any optical elements or the reflectometer stage, imaging spec 
trometers, imaging system with wavelength filter, imaging 
system with long-pass wavelength filter, imaging system with 
short-pass wavelength filter, imaging system without wave 
length filter, interferometric imaging system (e.g. Linnik 
microscope, e.g. Linnik microscope as implemented in the 
KLA-Tencor overlay measurements tools models 5100. 
5200, 5300, Archer10, etc. available from KLA-Tencor of 
San Jose, Calif.), imaging ellipsometer, imaging spectro 
scopic ellipsometer, a scanning ellipsometer system, a system 
with two or more ellipsometers capable of parallel data acqui 
sition, a system with two or more ellipsometers capable of 
serial data acquisition without moving the wafer stage or 
moving any optical elements or the ellipsometer stage, a 
Michelson interferometer, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer, a 
Sagnac interferometer, a scanning angle of incidence system, 
a Scanning azimuth angle system. 
0.174. Additionally, the optical modules of any of the 
above described multiple optical module systems may one or 
more optical elements in common. For instance, a system 
with two or more polarized spectroscopic reflectometers 
capable of parallel data acquisition which share at least one 
optical element, with separate spectrometers or detectors for 
the radiation scattered from different targets (targets AX and 
CX, or AX and Ay for example). Likewise, a system with two 
or more spectroscopic ellipsometers capable of parallel data 
acquisition may have at least one optical element in common, 
with separate spectrometers or detectors for the radiation 
scattered from different targets (targets AX and CX, or AX and 
Ay for example). By way of another example, a system with 
two or more ellipsometers capable of parallel data acquisition 
may have at least one optical element in common, with sepa 
rate spectrometers or detectors for the radiation scattered 
from different targets (targets AX and CX, or AX and Ay for 
example). 
0.175. Several embodiments of an interferometer based 
imaging spectrometer, as well as other types of imaging spec 
trometers such as filter based or the “push broom' approach, 
are described in U.S. patent, having U.S. Pat. No. 5,835,214, 
issued 10 Nov. 1998, entitled “METHOD AND APPARA 
TUSFORSPECTRAL ANALYSIS OF IMAGES, by Cabib 
et al. System and Method embodiments for film thickness 
mapping with spectral imaging are described in U.S. patent, 
having U.S. Pat. No. 5,856,871, issued 5 Jan. 1999, entitled 
“FILM THICKNESS MAPPING USING INTERFERO 
METRICSPECTRAL IMAGING”, by Cabib et al. An alter 
native architecture for spectral imaging based on LED illu 
mination is described in U.S. patent, having U.S. Pat. No. 
6,142,629, issued 7 Nov. 2000, entitled “SPECTRAL IMAG 
ING USING ILLUMINATION OF PRESELECTED SPEC 
TRAL CONTENT, by Adel et al. These patents are incor 
porated herein by reference in their entirety for all purposes. 
0176 The imaging spectrometer or reflectometer used for 
acquisition of the spectra A through D from the four targets 
(and of additional spectra if present) according to an embodi 
ment of the invention may be of the Fourier transform imag 
ing spectrometer type as is well understood by those skilled in 
the art. The imaging system of the Fourier transform imaging 
spectrometer should be capable of separating (resolving) the 
reflected or scattered light signals from the different targets 
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(or sections of a compound scatterometry overlay target). 
Alternatively the imaging spectrometer or reflectometer used 
for acquisition of scatterometry overlay signals may use a 
two-dimension detector where one axis contains the spatial 
information from the different scatterometry overlay targets 
(or sections of a compound scatterometry overlay target) and 
the other detector axis contains spectrally resolved informa 
tion from light spectroscopically separated with a prism sys 
tem or diffraction grating system, for example or a system that 
is a combination of a prism and a grating. The illumination 
radiation may be wavelength selected prior to incidence on 
the target. 
0177. The spectra A through D obtained from the four 
targets (and additional spectra if present) detected in the 
imaging spectrometers, imaging reflectometers, or any of the 
other optical systems identified above in connection with 
various embodiments of the present invention may be unpo 
larized or selectively polarized. One or more of the unpolar 
ized light or one or more of the polarization components of 
the reflected or scattered light from the targets may be 
detected with the imaging spectrometer or the imaging reflec 
tOmeter. 

0178. In various implementations, separate detection sys 
tems may be used to separately or simultaneously record one 
or more of the following light signals: unpolarized reflected 
light, polarized light with the electric field substantially par 
allel to one major symmetry axis of one layer of the scatter 
ometry overlay targets, polarized light with the electric field 
Substantially perpendicular to one major symmetry axis of 
one layer of the scatterometry overlay targets, polarized light 
with the electric field at an angle to one major symmetry axis 
of one layer of the scatterometry overlay targets, right-hand 
circularly polarized radiation, left-hand circularly polarized 
radiation, and/or a combination of two or more of the previ 
ously listed polarization states. A separate detector system 
may be used to simultaneously record the signal from part of 
the light Source for the purposes of light noise monitoring, 
and/or light level control, and/or light noise Subtraction or 
normalization. 

0179 Various possible implementations of various 
embodiments of the present invention are illustrated in co 
pending U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/449,496, filed 
22 Feb. 2003, entitled METHOD AND SYSTEM FOR 
DETERMINING OVERLAYERROR BASED ON SCAT 
TEROMETRY SIGNALSACQUIRED FROM MULTIPLE 
OVERLAY MEASUREMENT PATTERNS, by Walter D. 
Mieher et al. This provisional application is herein incorpo 
rated by reference in its entirety. 
0180. In one embodiment, each of the four targets (and 
additional targets if present) is illuminated by radiation pro 
duced by an optical system. The optical system may take the 
form of among others, an optical source, a lensing system, a 
focusing system, a beam shaping system, and/or a directing 
system. In one embodiment, the radiation illuminating at least 
one of the targets is shaped as a radiation beam, with a 
relatively narrow beam cross section. In a particular imple 
mentation, the beam is a laser beam. The radiation illuminat 
ing the targets interacts with structures comprised within the 
targets and produces diffracted radiation components corre 
sponding to each target and denoted as S. S. S., and S (and 
additional signals if present). In one embodiment, the illumi 
nating beam is a broadband polarized beam having a broad 
spectral range as is commonly used in spectroscopic ellip 
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Sometry. In one implementation, a focusing system may 
include one or more focusing mirrors. 

2. Scatterometry Overlay Technique Alternatives: 
0181. Several related techniques are described in the 
above related co-pending U.S. Provisional Applications. 
These related techniques may be easily integrated with the 
techniques described herein. 
0182. In one embodiment of the invention, the targets (or 
compound scatterometry target sections) with different pro 
grammed offsets +/-F and +/-f) as described above, or +/-F 
or other similar target combinations, are grouped together to 
enable simultaneous signal acquisition. In one implementa 
tion targets are arranged in a line to enable data acquisition 
while scanning the wafer or some or all of the optics in one 
direction along the array of scatterometry overlay targets. 
Arranging the targets in a linear array may also enable use of 
an imaging spectrometer or reflectometer, where one detector 
axis separates the signals from the different targets (or target 
sections) and the other detector axis detects the spectral infor 
mation. In this case the imaging system images a linear or 
cylindrical image of the linear target array into the prism or 
grating system. The imaging spectrometer or imaging reflec 
tometer may contain an array of two or more lenses (known to 
those skilled in the art as a lenslet array) to separate and direct 
the reflected or scattered light from different targets or target 
sections. 
0183 In one embodiment, the primary offset F is opti 
mized to provide larger or maximum sensitivity to overlay 
errors. For instance, an offset F equal to /4 of the pitch of the 
target provides high overlay sensitivity since it is half-way 
in-between the two symmetry points where overlay error 
sensitivity is minimum. The secondary offset fo may be cho 
sensuch that the fo is outside the region of interest for overlay 
measurements, such as equal to or beyond the specification 
limits, but it should not cause the uncertainty of the overlay 
measurement to allow the error that an out-of-spec measure 
ment can be interpreted as within specifications. Neverthe 
less, this is not a limitation on the range off0. A large fo may 
decrease the accuracy of the overlay measurements for over 
lay errors E between 40 and +fO. For overlay errors E larger 
than fol, the accuracy of the overlay measurement may be 
reduced due to extrapolation beyond the region 40 to +fO and 
the accuracy of the linear approximation may also be reduced. 
0.184 Overlay measurements are most commonly done at 
or near the four corners of the stepper field (sometimes with 
an additional measurement near the center of the field) in 5 to 
25 fields per wafer in semiconductor manufacturing pro 
cesses. For a system of four targets used to determine overlay 
in the X direction and four targets used to determine overlay in 
they direction, according to an embodiment of the present 
invention, a total of 84*5=160 measurements of scatterom 
etry overlay targets may be used to determine the two dimen 
sional overlay for a common overlay measurement sampling 
plan. More measurements may be conducted for more 
detailed sampling plans. 
0185. According to another embodiment of the invention, 
a total of six targets (three for x and three for y, for example) 
can be used to determine two dimensional overlay for the 
sample. This may facilitate further simplification of the over 
lay metrology process, reduction in processing resources, and 
decrease of the time used in the metrology process. In yet 
other implementations, additional targets or additional pairs 
of targets may be produced on the sample and used in a 
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substantially similar manner with that described herein for 
determination of overlay based on Scatterometry, but adjusted 
for the increased number of targets and corresponding num 
ber of diffracted radiation components. The mathematical 
methods for determination of the overlay error E can be 
similarly adjusted to exploit the availability of increased 
information provided by Such additional targets or additional 
pairs, including by possibly accounting for higher order 
approximation terms in the formula for the overlay error E. 
Scatterometric Overlay Determination with Limited Refo 
cusing: 
0186 To improve the accuracy of scatterometry overlay 
determination, more than one measurement is preferably car 
ried out. One implementation utilizes a plurality of scatter 
ometry overlay targets, and for each target, the system makes 
one scatterometric measurement of overlay. Another imple 
mentation utilizes a single scatterometric target, or a single 
scatterometric target area that comprises multiple target Sub 
regions, and more than one scatterometric overlay measure 
ment is performed for that target or target area. In yet another 
embodiment, a plurality of targets or target regions are used, 
and more than one measurement is performed for some or all 
of the targets or target regions. 
0187 Conventionally, the optical system is refocused for 
each individual measurement. This, however, can consume a 
lot of time thus decreasing the processing speed of the system. 
For example, each focus sequence may take between 0.01 and 
1 seconds, and each wafer may include between 30 to 70 sites 
with each site consisting of 8 targets. Using these numbers, 
refocusing may take up to as much as 560 seconds for each 
wafer. Considering there are typically 100s and 1000s of 
wafers to be inspected this number may be further increased 
to a completely unacceptable level. 
0188 In accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention, therefore, multiple scatterometry overlay measure 
ments are performed with limited optical refocusing in order 
to increase the processing speed and throughput of the sys 
tem. By limited optical refocusing, it is generally meant that 
at least Some new measurements are performed without refo 
cusing the optical system, i.e., multiple measurements are 
made with the same focus setting. For instance, the optical 
system may be initialized with a focus setting that is opti 
mized for a plurality of scatterometric measurements that will 
be performed, and no further refocusing takes place during 
these individual scatterometric measurements. The opti 
mized focus setting may be found once for the entire wafer, or 
it may be found periodically. When periodic, the focus setting 
may be established at preset increments of time during 
inspection (e.g., every 30 seconds), for a particular location 
on the wafer (e.g., every 2x2 cm2 of wafer), for a particular 
characteristic of the target (e.g., similar line widths and spac 
ing) and the like. 
0189 In one embodiment, the wafer includes a plurality of 
focus Zones. Each of the focus Zones is initialized with a focus 
setting that is optimized for all of scatterometric measure 
ments that will be performed within the focus Zone. Refocus 
ing does not occur between individual scatterometric mea 
Surements inside the focus Zone. As such, each target within 
the focus Zone is measured with the same optimized focus 
setting. Any number of focus Zones may be used. 
0190. The configuration of the focus Zones may be widely 
varied. In one implementation, the focus Zones correspond to 
a portion of the wafer. By way of example, the wafer may be 
broken up into plurality of radial focus Zones emanating at the 
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center of the wafer and working outwards, or into a plurality 
ofangular focus Zones, which separate the wafer into multiple 
quadrants. In another implementation, the focus Zones corre 
spond to a particular set of targets as for example, the targets 
at the corners of each semiconductor device. In another 
implementation, the focus Zone corresponds to a particular 
target area that includes a plurality of targets (see for example 
9A). In another implementation, the focus Zones correspond 
to a particular target Sub-region within the target areas (as for 
example the X or y directed group of targets shown in FIG. 
9B). In yet another implementation, the focus Zone corre 
sponds to a particular Sub region within the target itself. 
0191) A method of determining overlay will now be 
described. The method generally includes optimizing the 
focus setting of a first Zone. The method also includes per 
forming a first set of measurements on a plurality of targets 
within the first Zone. Each of the targets within the first Zone 
is measured using the optimized focus setting of the first Zone. 
That is, a first target is measured, and thereafter a second 
target is measured without refocusing the optical system. Any 
number of targets can be measured in this manner. The 
method further includes optimizing the focus setting of a 
second Zone. The method additionally includes performing a 
second set of measurements on a plurality of targets within 
the second Zone. Each of the targets within the second Zone is 
measured using the optimized focus setting of the second 
Zone. That is, a first target is measured, and thereafter a 
second target is measured without refocusing the optical sys 
tem. Any number of targets can be measured in this manner. 
0.192 In one example of this method, the first and second 
Zones may represent different target areas that include a plu 
rality of targets (See FIG. 9A). In this example, each of the 
targets are located in close proximity to one another and 
therefore it can be assumed that variations in focus from one 
target to the next are minimal. The method generally includes 
optimizing the focus setting in the target area, and thereafter 
measuring each of the targets in the target area with the 
optimized focus setting. For example, the first target is mea 
Sured; thereafter the adjacent target is measured, and so on 
without ever refocusing the optical system. When a first target 
area is measured, the system may repeat these steps on a 
second target area, as for example, a target area located at a 
different corner of the device. 

0193 In another example of this method, the first and 
second Zones may represent Sub regions with a target area that 
includes a plurality of targets. The Sub regions may for 
example represent different target orientations (See FIG.9B). 
The method generally includes optimizing the focus setting in 
the first Sub regions (e.g., targets along the X axis), and there 
after measuring each of the targets in the Sub region with the 
optimized focus setting. For example, the first target is mea 
Sured; thereafter the adjacent target is measured, and so on 
without ever refocusing the optical system. When the first sub 
region is measured, the method continues by optimizing the 
focus setting in the second Sub regions (e.g., targets along the 
y axis), and thereafter measuring each of the targets in the Sub 
region with the optimized focus setting. For example, the first 
target is measured; thereafter the adjacent target is measured, 
and so on without ever refocusing the optical system. In 
another example the system is refocused prior to the measure 
ment on the first scatterometry overlay target in an Xy scat 
terometry overlay target group. After the scatterometry signal 
is measured for the first target in the Xy overlay target group, 
the rest of the targets may be measured without refocusing. 
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For example, an Xy overlay target group comprises four scat 
terometry overlay targets for an overlay error determination 
in the X direction and four scatterometry overlay targets for an 
overlay error determination in they direction. 

Scatterometric Overlay Determination Using a Line Image: 
0.194. A system for scatterometric measurement of over 
lay using a one-dimensional line image may also be imple 
mented. This embodiment allows a more efficient collection 
of light than techniques which utilize a two dimensional field 
of view which encompasses an area larger than the target 
areas. Additionally, optics may be used in the incident beam’s 
path to provide a one dimensional profile for the light incident 
on the sample. 
0.195 FIG. 10 is a diagrammatic top view representation 
of a system 1000 for obtaining a line image of a plurality of 
targets 1008a-1008d in accordance with one embodiment of 
the present invention. As shown, a light source 1002 directs a 
beam towards cylindrical optics 1004 configured to illumi 
nate a one-dimensional (1D) incident line 1006 of the targets 
1008. The light source and the incident optics are arranged so 
that the 1D incident line strikes at least a portion of all of the 
four targets. For example, the 1D line is incident on a line 
through the center of the four targets. 
0196) Light is then scattered or reflected from the targets in 
response to the incident line 1006 and some of the reflected 
light may pass through an optional slit 1010 to thereby form 
a 1D output beam having a 1D line profile 1012. The 1D 
output line then may be received by a dispersive element 
1014. Such as a prism or diffraction grating, which spreads or 
separates the output beam. In other words, the dispersive 
element 1014 acts to spatially resolve the output beam onto 
separate detector elements corresponding to different wave 
length ranges or values. The separated output beams are then 
each received by a detector element of 2D detector array 
1016. This implementation represents an efficient light deliv 
ery and collection mechanism since light is only directed to a 
narrow band of interest and the light collected is analyzed 
from this same narrow band of interest. 
0197) In one implementation, the detector array is formed 
from a plurality of detector elements arranged in a 2D array, 
Such as a CCD camera. One dimension of the detector (e.g., 
the X direction) may receive separated output beams having 
different wavelengths, while the second dimension (e.g., the 
y direction) may receive dispersed output beams having dif 
ferent positions on the targets. For example, each element of 
a particular y direction column of the array 1016 receives a 
separated output beam having a particular wavelength and 
corresponding to a different position on the targets being 
imaged, while each element of a particular X direction row 
received a separated output beam having a different wave 
length and a same target position. 
0198 Alternatively, the dispersive element 1014 may be 
omitted and a 1D detector may then be used to receive output 
beams at a plurality of 1D detector elements that each corre 
spond to a different target position. In this embodiment, each 
detector element may average or integrate over different 
wavelengths and a same target position. In either case, differ 
ent sets of detector elements may be grouped together as 
corresponding to a particular target. For example, the ele 
ments in they direction may be divided into four groups and 
each group corresponding to a particular one of four targets. 
An alternative to illuminating a single incident line is illumi 
nating a larger area but only capturing scattered radiation 
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along a detection line. In another implementation, the cylin 
drical optics 1004 may be removed from the incident path so 
that the incident image is two dimensional. The output beams 
are then passed through cylindrical optics to thereby form a 
1D line image for the detector. A dispersive element with a 2D 
detector array may also be used as described above. Of 
course, a 1D detector array may also be implemented in this 
implementation. 
0199 The image captured by the detectors or camera can 
be processed at pixel level to determine overlay, possibly 
using the FT approach disclosed herein. Once overlay is 
measured along a particularincidence line, the wafer could be 
rotated by 90 degrees (or by any arbitrary angle) to measure 
overlay in a different direction. An advantage of the present 
invention is that overlay may be measured in more than one 
direction using a single optical system. 

Algorithms: 

0200 Various algorithms and methods for determining 
overlay may be combined for the purposes of refining and 
cross checking results. Also, pre-existing information (like 
CD or profile data) may be usefully integrated within these 
techniques. 
0201 In one example implementation of a combinational 
approach, a first calculation of overlay is performed accord 
ing to a first technique (Such as the differential method). A 
second calculation of overlay is then performed according to 
a second technique (such as a model-based regression). The 
results are then combined from the two calculations. The 
results may be combined in various ways. For example, one 
calculation may be used to cross check another. Or one cal 
culation may be used to provide initial values to speed up the 
other calculation. Other combinations may also be used. 
0202 In a second combinational example, the speed and/ 
or accuracy of an overlay measurement may be enhanced by 
making use of other measured data. For example, film thick 
ness data from the layers making up the target may be fed into 
the algorithm. Providing film thickness or CD data as an input 
to the model-based regression program for overlay reduces 
the number of free parameters or provides better initial 
guesses for one or more of the free parameters in the regres 
sion thus speeding up the time to result. Such film thickness 
data could be measured using an appropriate tool. Such as an 
ellipsometer or reflectometer. Alternatively (or additionally), 
CD data could be provided from an SCD measurement (scat 
terometry critical dimension or scatterometry profile mea 
Surement) and used to speed up or improve the accuracy of the 
scatterometry calculations. Other data from a scatterometry 
profile measurement. Such as height or three dimensional 
profile information, could be similarly used. Other sources of 
CD data, like a CD SEM, could be used. 
0203. In a specific implementation, a calculation of over 
lay is performed according to a first technique (such as the 
differential linear method or phase detection method). A sec 
ond calculation of the structure of the target is then performed 
according to a second technique (such as a model-based 
regression) using the overlay result of the first method. For 
example, the overlay result of a differential or phase detection 
method may be used to adjust the model used in the second 
model-based regression technique so as to improve model 
accuracy. For instance, if a difference between the overlay 
error from the model-based regression technique and the 
overlay from the differential or phase detection technique is 
significant (e.g., greater than a predetermined value), then the 
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model is adjusted. This method may speed up or improve the 
quality of the target structure calculation, for example, and 
may be advantageous for determining useful target structure 
information such as line width of the layer 2 structures, for 
example. Other combinations may also be used. 
0204. In yet another embodiment, the difference signal(s) 
may be calculated first and then the calculation of overlay is 
performed according to a second technique (such as a model 
based regression). The difference signal(s) may be used in the 
second technique, e.g., the model includes difference signal 
(s) parameters. The difference signal is generally more sen 
sitive to overlay and less sensitive to other non-overlay prop 
erties of the targets such as film thickness or feature profiles. 

Combined Scatterometry and Imaging Targets and Uses of 
Combined Scatterometry and Imaging Data: 
0205. In an alternative implementation, the targets are 
designed for an imaging based overlay metrology applica 
tion, as well as for the above described scatterometry analy 
sis. In other words, the scatterometry and imaging target 
structures are tightly integrated so that scatterometry may be 
performed in conjunction with an image based overlay mea 
Surement. Preferably, the scatterometry target pairs are sym 
metrically positioned about the center of the field of view. If 
symmetry is preserved in the illumination and collection 
channels of the imaging system, tool induced shift will be 
minimized By example, Xa and Xa' are twin (have similar 
magnitude but opposite sign offset) targets in the X direction. 
(Here Xa and Xa' may correspond to the targets Xa and Xd in 
FIG. 1). Likewise, Xb and Xb' are opposites. (Here Xb and 
Xb' may correspond to the targets Xb and Xc in FIG.1). In the 
y direction, targets Ya and Ya'are opposites, while Yb and Yb' 
are opposites. 
0206 FIG.11a is a top view representation of a first com 
bination imaging and scatterometry target embodiment. In 
this example, the target arrangement includes a set of four X 
direction targets for determining overlay using scatterometry 
and a set of four y direction targets for determining overlay 
using scatterometry. The targets are laid out so that adjacent 
targets (with respect to the overlay measurement direction) 
have an opposite offset. In the illustrated example, target Xa 
has an opposite offset than target Xa', and target Xb has an 
opposite offset than target Xb'. Likewise, targets Ya and Ya' 
have opposite offsets, and targets Yb and Yb' have opposite 
offsets. In this example, the targets also include structures 
which can be used for imaged based overlay determination. 
0207. In the illustrated example, the target arrangement 
includes a black border structure 1104 on a first layer and a 
gray cross-shaped structure 1102 on a second layer. Using 
image analysis methods, the center of the black structure 
1104 may then be compared with the center of the gray 
structure 1102 to determine an overlay error (if any). 
0208 Although this set of targets have an overall rectan 
gular shape which extends longer in the X direction than they 
direction, of course, the targets could have other shapes (e.g., 
square or any symmetrical polygon) and/or extend longer in a 
direction other than X. 
0209. In other combinational target arrangements, the 
imaging structures are laid out in the center of a symmetri 
cally arranged set of scatterometry targets. FIG.11b is a top 
view representation of a second combination imaging and 
scatterometry target embodiment. As shown, Scatterometry 
targets are symmetrically arranged around a central image 
type target 1152. In this example, the image type target 1152 
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is formed from quadrants of line segments, where each quad 
rant is either in the X or y direction. Suitable image type 
targets and techniques for determining overlay with same are 
described in the following U.S. patents and applications: (1) 
U.S. Pat. No. 6,462,818, issued 8 Oct. 2002, entitled “OVER 
LAY ALIGNMENT MARK DESIGN', by Bareket, (2) U.S. 
Pat. No. 6,023,338, issued 8 Feb. 2000, entitled “OVERLAY 
ALIGNMENT MEASUREMENT OF WAFER”, by Bareket, 
(3) application Ser. No. 09/894.987, filed 27 Jun. 2001, 
entitled “OVERLAY MARKS, METHODS OF OVERLAY 
MARK DESIGN AND METHODS OF OVERLAY MEA 
SUREMENTS, by Ghinovker et al., and (4) U.S. Pat. No. 
6,486,954, issued 26 Nov. 2002, entitled “OVERLAY 
ALIGNMENT MEASUREMENT MARK" by Levy et al. 
These patents and applications are all incorporated herein by 
reference in their entirety. 
0210 FIG. 11c is a top view representation of a third 
combination imaging and scatterometry target embodiment. 
This target arrangement has scatterometry target symmetri 
cally arranged around a box-in-box type target 1154. A box 
in-box target generally includes a first inner box formed from 
a first layer surrounded by a second outer box structure 
formed in a second layer. The centers of the inner box struc 
tures may be compared to the center of the outer box struc 
tures to determine overlay error (if present). 
0211. The above targets may be imaged in any suitable 
manner (e.g., as described in the above referenced patents and 
applications by Bareket, Ghinovker et al., and Levy et al.) to 
determine overlay. The target arrangements may also be 
simultaneously or sequentially measured with any Suitable 
optical tool as described herein to determine overlay using 
scatterometry techniques. In an alternative embodiment, the 
scatterometry targets may be simultaneously imaged along 
with the imaging type target structures. The resulting image 
may be Subdivided into the separate scatterometry targets and 
then the scatterometry techniques applied to the image sig 
nals for each target (e.g., intensity). 
0212. The image may be obtained at the same time as, or 
before or after the scatterometry overlay measurements. 
Imaging overlay techniques may be used on the image. The 
imaging system may be a high-resolution microscope Such as 
the system in the KLA-Tencor 5300 or Archer overlay mea 
surement systems available from KLA-Tencor of San Jose, 
Calif. Alternatively, the imaging system may be a lower reso 
lution imaging system used for other purposes that may 
include wafer alignment or pattern recognition. 
0213 Another use case analyzes overlay measurements 
where some of the overlay measurements on a sample (e.g., 
wafer or wafer lot) are obtained with imaging overlay metrol 
ogy techniques and some of the overlay measurements are 
obtained with scatterometry overlay metrology techniques, 
which may follow the same or different sampling plans. In 
this general use case, the imaging overlay data may be 
obtained together on the same tool or on a different overlay 
tool as the scatterometry overlay data. 
0214. One advantage of measuring and analyzing both 
imaging and scatterometry overlay in the same wafer or lot is 
the utilization of the advantages of both techniques. For 
example, imaging overlay can currently be used on Smaller 
targets than current scatterometry overlay technology. Scat 
terometry overlay metrology tends to have better perfor 
mance, such as better precision and likely better accuracy, 
than imaging overlay metrology. Scatterometry overlay 
metrology tend to have no associated tool induced shift (TIS), 
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while imaging overlay metrology is associated with TIS. The 
acquisition time of imaging overlay data tends to shorter than 
acquiring scatterometry overlay due to the scatterometry tar 
gets having a larger relative size and the use of multiple 
targets in the scatterometry approach. 
0215 Imaging overlay metrology may be selected for spe 

cific targets of a wafer and scatterometry overlay metrology 
for other specific targets using any suitable criteria. Any com 
bination of the criteria outlined below may be used to select 
scatterometry and/or imaging metrology for specific targets. 
In one embodiment, scatterometry metrology is used for the 
layers which have a tighter overlay budget. That is, Scatter 
ometry metrology is used for targets from the layers which 
have a low tolerance for overlay errors, such as the shallow 
trench isolation to poly layers. Imaging metrology may then 
be used for the layers which are noncritical or have looser 
overlay budgets or constraints. 
0216 Additionally, imaging or scatterometry metrology 
may be selected for particular targets based on analyzing the 
trade-offs between performance versus throughput or wafer 
real estate. For instance, Smaller targets may be used in tighter 
spaces Such as in-chip, while larger targets are used larger 
spaces such as in the scribe lines or Streets located between 
fields or dies, respectively. In one implantation, larger targets 
are distributed across the field of the lithography tool in the 
scribe line, while smaller targets are placed across the field 
within in the one or more dies. Scatterometry overlay may be 
used for the larger targets, e.g., in the scribe lines or streets, 
While imaging overlay is used for the Smaller targets, e.g., that 
are located in-chip or within one or more dies. In one imple 
mentation, scatterometry metrology is used for targets within 
the scribe line (and/or streets), and imaging metrology is used 
for all other targets at other locations. Several embodiments 
for placing targets across the field either in-chip or in the 
streets or scribe lines are described in detail in co-pending 
U.S. Provisional Application No. 60/546, filed 20 Feb. 2004, 
entitled APPARATUS AND METHODS FOR DETERMIN 
INGOVERLAY ANDUSESOF SAME, by Mark Ghinovker 
et al., which application is incorporated herein by reference in 
its entirety for all purposes. In another implementation, over 
lay may be determined on two layer and simultaneous type 
targets as described in this provisional application. In one 
implementation, scatterometry metrology may be used for 
simultaneous or single layer targets, while imaging metrol 
ogy is used for two layer targets, or visa Versa. 
0217 Scatterometry metrology may also be performed on 
particular targets So as to facilitate calibration of the imaging 
overlay tool. That is, scatterometry overlay is obtained from 
specific sites, while imaging overlay is obtained from other 
sites. When scatterometry overlay differs significantly from 
the imaging overlay (more than a predefined value), operating 
parameters of the imaging tool may then be adjusted and 
scatterometry and imaging overlay obtained again until the 
scatterometry and imaging overlay data do not substantially 
differ (differs less than a predetermined value). 
0218 Scatterometry metrology may be associated with 
limited dynamic range, and accordingly, larger overlay errors 
may be missed by the scatterometry metrology. Thus, when 
overlay for a particular set of targets is expected to exceed the 
dynamic range limits of scatterometry metrology (or visa 
Versa), imaging metrology may be used for Such targets (or 
visa Versa). Additionally, scatterometry may have problems 
with highly dense pitch patterns or targets, especially in the 
poly layer. In this scenario, imaging metrology may be used 
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for highly dense targets that cause a problem for scatterom 
etry, while scatterometry is used for more isolated (less 
dense) features. Alternatively, imaging overlay metrology 
may be found to have problems with density. In this case, 
scatterometry metrology would be used with highly dense 
features, while imaging is used on isolated features. 
0219. In the future targets may be imprinted with a tool 
other than an imaging photolithography tool. Such as an 
e-beam direct write lithography tool or a nano-imprint lithog 
raphy tool. These different tools may have different sampling 
requirements or modalities. For instance, a tool may not have 
an associated field and corresponding sampling. In one 
example, an e-beam may directly “write 100’s of tiny tar 
gets. In this case, an imaging metrology tool may be used, 
while scatterometry metrology is used for targets formed 
from imaging lithography. In this scenario, a system which 
incorporates both imaging and scatterometry metrology is 
preferable so that the appropriate metrology may be quickly 
chosen for the different tool modalities. 
0220. In Sum, both scatterometry and imaging overlay 
data may be usefully collected on a single sample, Such as a 
wafer or wafer lot. The combined scatterometry and imaging 
overlay data may be used in various applications. In one 
application, the scatterometry and imaging overlay data are 
both used for lot deposition. When the scatterometry and/or 
the imaging overlay data is out of specification (e.g., the 
overlay errors are higher than a predetermined threshold), it 
may be determined that the current lot is out of specification 
or is likely to result in actual device faults. In this case, the lot 
may be reworked or thrown out. 
0221. In a process excursion use, the scatterometry and 
imaging overlay data may be used to determine whether the 
photolithography tool or process has deviated out of specifi 
cation. In other words, the scatterometry and imaging overlay 
data is used to determine whether there is something wrong 
with the tool or process. In this use case, a special test wafer 
may be used to check the process or tool. Additionally, other 
processes and their respective tools may be assessed via 
analysis of the scatterometry and imaging overlay data. When 
the scatterometry and imaging overlay data is out of specifi 
cation (e.g., greater than a predetermined threshold), it may 
be determined that a problem has occurred in the process or 
tool and a root cause may then be investigated. By way of 
examples, problems of the lithography may include one or 
more of the following: resist thickness problems, scanner or 
stage alignment problems, lens movement alignment prob 
lems, focus or dose problems, and lens aberration. 
0222. The scatterometry and imaging overlay data may 
also be used to generate correctables for the particular lithog 
raphy tool (e.g., stepper or Scanner tool). In one implementa 
tion, the scatterometry and imaging overlay data are used to 
determine the dependency between overlay error and position 
(e.g., across the field). This dependency may be translated 
into parameters, such as translation, magnification, and rota 
tion, for correcting the lithography tool. 
0223) Any suitable tool or combination of tools may be 
used to perform both imaging and scatterometry overlay. FIG. 
11d illustrates a combinational imaging and scatterometry 
system 1160 in accordance with a first embodiment of the 
present invention. In this implementation, the imaging optical 
assembly 1162 is separate from the scatterometry optical 
assembly 1164. In other words, the imaging assembly 1162 is 
spatially separate from the scatterometry assembly 1164 and 
both assemblies are stand-alone components. In this imple 
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mentation, the assemblies 1162 and 1164 do not share any 
optical components, but are designed to complement and 
collaborate with each other. For instance, overlay data may be 
passed between the two devices for implementation of one or 
more of the above described techniques on either assembly or 
on a separate processor (not shown). 
0224. The combination system 1160 also includes a stage 
1166 for holding the sample thereon. The stage and the optical 
assemblies move in relation to one another so that the stage 
can be in a first position under the imaging optical assembly 
1162 and in a second position under the scatterometry optical 
assembly 1164. The stage and/or the optical assemblies 1162 
and 1164 may be coupled to a translational motor. Although a 
single isolation chamber and stage 1166 are shown for system 
1160, the imaging and scatterometry assemblies may have 
their own stage and separate isolation chambers. 
0225. Any combination of the above described systems 
may also be used to obtain scatterometry and imaging overlay 
data. 
0226 FIG. 11e illustrates a combinational imaging and 
scatterometry system 1170 in accordance with a second 
embodiment of the present invention. In this implementation, 
the imaging and Scatterometry optical assemblies are inte 
grated together. The imaging and scatterometry optical 
assemblies may share one or more components. For example, 
the imaging and scatterometry assemblies may share a same 
light source. As shown, the combination system 1170 
includes an imaging microscope 1172 configured for imaging 
overlay determination and light source 1174 for directing any 
form of optical beam towards a sample on stage 1178 and 
detector 1176 for measuring a resulting signal in response to 
the incident optical beam. For example, the imaging and 
scatterometry assemblies may share a same light source. The 
imaging and scatterometry assemblies may also be config 
ured to share data, which may be analyzed in either assembly 
or by an independent processor (not shown). 
0227 FIG. 11 fillustrates a combinational imaging and 
scatterometry system 1180 in accordance with a third 
embodiment of the present invention. This system 1180 is in 
the form of a cluster tool. As shown, the system 1180 includes 
a scatterometry module 1182 for obtaining and analyzing one 
or more scatterometry signals and an imaging module 1186 
for performing imaging overlay determination. The system 
1180 also includes a sample handling component 1190 for 
moving the sample between the two modules 1182 and 1186. 
The imaging and scatterometry assemblies may also be con 
figured to share data, which may be analyzed in either assem 
bly or by an independent processor (not shown). 
0228. The above described systems may contain any suit 
able components for performing imaging and scatterometry 
overlay determination. For instance, the imaging optical ele 
ments may be similar to the components of an Archer system 
from KLA-Tencor of San Jose, Calif. The scatterometry opti 
cal elements may be arranged like any scatterometry system 
elements described herein. 

Mask Alignment During Imprint Lithography: 

0229 Because the mask and sample are typically in close 
proximity (separated by the fluid to be polymerized) during 
nano-imprint lithography, the patterned surface of the mask, 
the fluid, and the patterned sample to be aligned to can be 
considered to be functionally equivalent to a scatterometry 
overlay target. The mask contains impression or depressions 
arranged in the shape of targets (as well as other structures) so 
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that when the mask is pressed into the fluid, an impression 
that corresponds to the mask target shapes (and other struc 
tures) is formed in the underlying fluid. Also, a significant 
portion of the mask is transparent to allow radiation to pass 
there through onto the fluid to thereby make solidify the fluid 
and its impressions that were formed by the mask. 
0230 All of the methods, techniques and targets defined 
for scatterometry overlay would then be applicable to align 
ment procedures. In one embodiment, the measurement 
instrument projects radiation (preferably light) through the 
mask and onto an area of the mask and wafer which contains 
one or more scatterometry overlay targets. For example, the 
wafer may contain one or more targets on a first layer, while 
the mask contains one or more targets which will be used as 
second layer. The radiation is directed towards the mask 
targets and through a portion of the mask to the wafer targets. 
0231. The change in properties of the reflected light due to 
scattering or diffraction may then be used to determine the 
offset between the pattern on the mask and the pattern on the 
wafer. The wafer is then moved relative to the mask (or vice 
Versa) to achieve the desired offset. A more accurate align 
ment may then be achieved, rather than with conventional 
alignment techniques such as direct imaging or moire tech 
niques. The instrument could be a reflectometer, polarized 
reflectometer, spectrometer, imaging reflectometer, imaging 
interferometer, or other such instrument as described herein 
or in the above referenced provisional applications. 

Disposition of Scatterometry Overlay Targets: 
0232. The accuracy of scatterometry overlay systems can 
be improved by taking measurements at multiple targets 
located across the Surface of interest. In one implementation, 
the scatterometry overlay System may utilize a plurality of 
scatterometry targets at various locations across the Surface of 
interest and for each target the system may make one scat 
terometric measurement of overlay. In another implementa 
tion, the scatterometry overlay system may utilize a plurality 
of Scatterometry target areas at various locations across the 
Surface of interest. The scatterometry target areas comprise 
multiple targets, each of which can be measured by the scat 
terometry overlay system. By way of example, the scatterom 
etry targets or scatterometric target areas may be located at 
the corners of one or more devices being formed on a wafer. 
In addition, the scatterometry targets may generally include a 
grating structure, which is measurable by the scatterometry 
overlay system. 
0233. The number of targets generally depends on the 
available space on the Surface of interest. In most cases, the 
targets are placed in the scribe line between devices on a 
wafer. The scribe line is the place on the wafer where the 
wafer is separated into dies via Sawing or dicing and thus the 
circuit itself is not patterned there. In cases such as this, the 
number of targets may be limited, at least in part, by the 
narrowness of the scribe line. As should be appreciated, the 
scribe lines tend to be narrow so as to maximize the amount of 
devices on the wafer. 
0234. In accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention, the targets are strategically placed on the Surface of 
interest in order to overcome any space constraints while 
increasing the number of targets. In one implementation, at 
least two targets are placed Substantially collinearly in a first 
direction. For example, they may be placed collinearly in the 
X-direction or the y-direction. This arrangement may be use 
ful when confronted with narrow spaces as for example scribe 
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lines. In another implementation, multiple targets are dis 
posed collinearly in multiple directions. For example, mul 
tiple targets may be disposed collinearly in both the X direc 
tion and the y-direction. This arrangement may be useful at 
the corner of a device as for example at the intersection of two 
scribe lines. 
0235 Although the examples given are directed at a Car 
tesian coordinate system as defined on the Surface of interest, 
it should be noted that the coordinate system may be oriented 
arbitrarily on the surface or interest with thexandy axis being 
rotated or possibly interchanged. Alternatively or in combi 
nation with the Cartesian coordinate system, any other coor 
dinate system may be used Such as for example, a polar 
coordinate system. 
0236 FIG. 9A is a top view diagram of a scatterometric 
target area 900 having one or more targets 902, in accordance 
with one embodiment of the present invention. The scattero 
metric targets 902 are generally provided to determine the 
relative shift between two or more successive layers of a 
Substrate or between two or more separately generated pat 
terns on a single layer of a Substrate. By way of example, the 
scatterometric targets may be used to determine how accu 
rately a first layer aligns with respect to a second layer dis 
posed above or below it or how accurately a first patternaligns 
relative to a preceding or Succeeding second pattern disposed 
on the same layer. 
0237 As shown in FIG.9A, the scatterometric target area 
900 includes at least two substantially collinear targets 902. 
By collinear, it is generally meant that the centers of symme 
try for each of the targets 902 lie on the same axis 904. By way 
of example, the axis 904 may be aligned with a conventional 
coordinate system (Cartesian, polar, etc.) or some variation 
thereof. By placing the targets 902 collinearly, the scattero 
metric target area 900 does not take up as much width W and 
therefore may be placed in constrained places as for example 
in the scribe line of the wafer. 
0238. The targets 902 are generally juxtaposed relative to 
one another along the axis 904. In most cases, the juxtaposed 
targets 902 are spatially separated from one another so that 
they do not overlap portions of an adjacent target 902. Each of 
the targets 902 is therefore distinct, i.e., represents a different 
area on the Substrate. This is typically done to ensure that each 
of the targets 902 is properly measured. The space 906 
between targets 902 produces distortions in the optical signal 
and therefore it is excluded from the overlay calculation. The 
size of the space 906 is typically balanced with the size of the 
targets 902 so as to provide as much information as possible 
for the measurement of overlay. That is, it is generally desired 
to have larger targets 902 and smaller spaces 906 there 
between. The space 906 between targets 902 may be referred 
to as an exclusion Zone. 
0239. The targets 902 may be widely varied, and may 
generally correspond to any of those overlay targets that can 
be measured via scatterometry. By way of example, the tar 
gets 902 may generally include one or more grating structures 
908 having parallel segmented lines 910. Although not a 
requirement, the segmented lines 910 for the collinear targets 
902 are generally positioned in the same direction, which may 
be parallel or transverse to the axis 904. In most cases, some 
of the segmented lines 910 are perpendicular to the axis 904 
and some are parallel to the axis 904 to enable overlay mea 
surements in X and y. Furthermore, the targets 902 may have 
an identical configuration or they may have a different con 
figuration. Configuration may for example include the overall 
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shape and size of the target 902 or perhaps the line width and 
spacing of the segmented lines 910 associated with the grat 
ing structure 908 contained within the target 902. Preferably 
the targets used for the overlay measurement in a particular 
direction, for example X direction, are designed to have the 
same configuration except for the programmed or designed 
overlay offsets. 
0240. The number of targets may also be widely varied. As 
should be appreciated, increasing the number of targets, 
increases the number of data collection points and therefore 
the accuracy of the measurement. The number of targets 902 
generally depends on the overall size of the targets 902 and 
the space constraints in the direction of the axis 904. In the 
illustrated embodiment, eight side by side targets 902 are 
positioned within the scatterometric target area 900. A scat 
terometric target area may be equivalent to an Xy scatterom 
etry overlay target group as discussed above. 
0241. Using the above mentioned targets 902, scattero 
metric overlay measurements may be made sequentially, one 
target at a time, to measure overlay while eliminating effects 
due to variations in other sample parameters, such as film 
thickness. This can be accomplished via continuously scan 
ning of the scatterometric target area (including for example 
the targets and the spaces there between) or by stepping to 
each of the targets. Alternatively, measurements may take 
place Substantially simultaneously using two or more scatter 
ometry signal beams for two, more than two, or all targets to 
increase throughput. The multiple scatterometry signal 
beams may come from more than one substantially indepen 
dent scatterometry optical systems, or they may share much 
of the optical system, for example they may share the same 
light source, the same beam directing optics, or the same 
detector System. 
0242 Although the method described above includes 
placing the centers of symmetry for each of the targets Sub 
stantially collinear, it should be noted that the centers of 
symmetry may be offset from the axis So long as a measurable 
portion of the targets still falls on the same axis. 
0243 Furthermore, although the method described above 
includes placing targets of similar orientation along the same 
axis, it should be noted that some of the targets may be 
positioned with a different orientation. For example, a first 
group of the targets 902 may have segmented lines positioned 
in the X dimension while a second group of the targets 902 
may have segmented lines position in they dimension. 
0244 Moreover, although the targets 902 are only shown 
positioned along a single axis 904, it should be noted that the 
targets may be positioned on multiple axis. For example, as 
shown in FIG. 9B, a first group of targets 902A may be 
disposed collinearly along a first axis 904A and a second 
group of targets 902B may be disposed collinearly along a 
second axis 904B. This implementation permits independent 
measurement of overlay in at least two directions. The first 
and second axis are typically transverse to one another and 
more particularly perpendicular one another. In the illustrated 
embodiment, the first axis 904A corresponds to the X-dimen 
sion, while the second axis 904B corresponds to the Y-dimen 
sion. Furthermore, each group consists of four targets 902. 
This implementation permits independent measurement of 
overlay in the X and Y directions. 
0245. Further still, although the targets have been 
described as having features (e.g., segmented lines) in Sub 
stantially one direction, it should be noted that the targets may 
include features in more than one direction. In one implemen 
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tation, for example, one or more of the collinearly positioned 
targets include features that permit Scatterometric overlay 
measurement in first and second directions. By way of 
example, the features Such as the segmented lines may be 
positioned in both the X and Y dimensions. In this case, the 
need for disposing targets along more than one axis as shown 
in FIG. 9B may be reduced or eliminated. That is, if each 
target has features that permit two-dimensional scatteromet 
ric measurements, overlay may be determined along both the 
X- and Y-axes using a single set of targets disposed Substan 
tially-collinearly along a single axis. Alternatively, one or 
more targets may include one or more sub-targets. If the 
Sub-targets have features that permit two-dimensional scat 
terometric measurements, the number of targets desirable for 
a particular degree of measurement accuracy may be reduced, 
and the targets may be disposed along a single line. 
0246 Additionally, targets disposed along one or more 
axis may be used for measurement of more than one param 
eter. For example, a first set of targets may be used for scat 
terometric measurement of line width along the X-axis and a 
second set of targets may be used for scatterometric measure 
ment of line width along the Y-axis. In an alternative imple 
mentation, Scatterometric measurement of line width may be 
performed along the X-axis while spectral measurements are 
performed along the Y-axis. 

Combined CD and Overlay Marks: 
0247 Scatterometry measurement targets consume a sig 
nificant area of the wafer for both metrology of CD and 
overlay. This wafer area becomes very valuable as design rule 
shrinks. Currently, scatterometry overlay marks may con 
sume >35x70 um space for each XY scatterometry overlay 
target group or mark on the wafer. These are used only for 
overlay measurements and therefore the wafer manufacturers 
consider the loss of wafer space as undesirable. Therefore, it 
is desirable to reduce the total wafer area required for mea 
Surement targets or measurement features. Changes to optical 
system design to enable measurements on Smaller targets 
may result in greater complexity of the optical system and 
potentially compromise measurement performance. In scat 
terometry overlay measurement as describe herein, the target 
area typically consists of four gratings for each axis (X and 
Y). Each of these gratings is typically larger than 15x15 um 
with a limited opportunity to shrink it further using conven 
tional techniques. Each grating is composed of a first layer 
grating (e.g. STI or shallow trench isolation) and a top layer 
grating (e.g. gate resist). One of the two layers has a pro 
grammed offset, which is typically smaller than the pitch of 
the top grating. In many cases the top layer is photoresist. An 
overlay measurement is achieved by analyzing the spectra of 
a reflected light from each of these gratings. 
0248. In scatterometry critical dimension (CD) or scatter 
ometry profile measurement, the target area typically consists 
of a single grating or periodic structure, which may be posi 
tioned along eitheraxis (X orY). In some cases, the target area 
may include multiple gratings for each axis (X and Y). Each 
of these gratings is typically about 50x50 um. The measure 
ment is typically performed on a single process layer target 
with no pattern underneath following completion of a L1 
patterning step. This measurement is typically done on a 
photoresist pattern following a resist development step in a 
lithographic patterning process, an etch process, or CMP 
process in other modules of the wafer fabrication process. A 
CD or scatterometry profile measurement is achieved by ana 
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lyzing the spectra of a reflected light from the grating(s) as 
described in the above referenced U.S. Pat. No. 6,590,656 by 
Xu, et al. 
0249. In accordance with one embodiment of the present 
invention, the scatterometry CD marks and the scatterometry 
overlay marks are combined to enable the fab to save wafer 
space and to print larger scatterometry overlay marks with no 
impact on the wafer scribe-line. The combined mark is con 
structed with a scatterometry CD target (which is one con 
tinuous grating taking area of 4 scatterometry overlay grat 
ings) as the first layer and scatterometry overlay target 
patterns (with corresponding shifts regarding to the first 
layer) as the top layer. This results in Zero or minimal addi 
tional scribe line space allocated to scatterometry overlay. 
0250 FIG. 12 is a diagram of a combined mark 1200, in 
accordance with one embodiment of the present invention. 
The combined mark 1200 provides for both scatterometry CD 
measurement and scatterometry overlay measurement at dif 
ferent steps in the wafer manufacturing process. The com 
bined mark 1200 is formed on at least two layers of the wafer, 
particularly a first layer L1 and a top layer L2. The first layer 
L1 includes scatterometry CD/profile targets 1202 and the top 
layer L2 includes scatterometry overlay targets 1204. 
Although shown as separate layers in the diagram, it should 
be noted that the scatterometry overlay targets 1204 are built 
on (over) the scatterometry CD profile targets 1202. The 
scatterometry CD/profile targets 1202 forman L1 scatterom 
etry CD mark, which can be measured to determine CD after 
formation or processing of the L1 pattern. The scatterometry 
overlay targets 1204 cooperate with the scatterometry 
CD/profile targets 1202 to forman L2-L1 scatterometry over 
lay mark, which can be measured to determine overlay 
between the layers after formation of the L2 pattern (which 
comes after L1 pattern formation). As should be readily 
apparent, this method may be repeated to produce a layer 2L2 
scatterometry CD/profile target(s) followed by a Layer 3 L3 
pattern to create an L3-L2 scatterometry overlay mark or 
target area. 
0251. The configuration of the scatterometry CD/profile 
targets 1202 and scatterometry overlay targets 1204 may be 
widely varied. In the illustrated embodiment, the scatterom 
etry CD/profile targets 1202 disposed on L1 include a first 
grating 1206 oriented in a first direction and a second grating 
1208 oriented in a second direction. The first direction may be 
orthogonal to the second direction. By way of example, the 
first grating 1206 may include vertical lines while the second 
grating 1208 may include horizontal lines. In addition, the 
scatterometry overlay targets 1204 disposed on L2 include a 
first group of gratings 1210 and a second group of gratings 
1212. Both the first and second groups of gratings 1210, 1212 
include one or more gratings 1214. The number of gratings 
1214 may be widely varied. In one implementation, both the 
first and second groups 1210 and 1212 include four gratings 
1214. The gratings 1214A in the first group 1210 are oriented 
in the first direction, and the gratings 1214B in the second 
group 1212 are oriented in the second direction. By way of 
example, the gratings 1214A in the first group 1210 may 
include vertical lines while the gratings 1214B in the second 
group 1212 may include horizontal lines. 
0252. In order to produce an L2-L1 overlay mark, the first 
group of gratings 1210 is positioned over the first grating 
1206 of the CD/profile targets 1202, and the second group of 
gratings 1212 is positioned over the second grating 1208 of 
the CD/Profile targets 1202. This places gratings with simi 
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larly directed lines together, i.e., vertical lines with vertical 
lines and horizontal lines with horizontal lines. The first 
group of gratings 1210 cooperates with the first grating 1206 
of the CD/profile targets 1202 and the second group of grat 
ings 1212 cooperates with the second grating 1208 of the 
CD/profile targets 1202. The alignment between layers is 
determined by the shift produced between the corresponding 
lines of these cooperating structures. The Vertical lines, for 
example, may be used to determine X overlay and the hori 
Zontal lines, for example, may be used to determine Y overlay. 
In an alternative embodiment, L1 or L2 pattern may be peri 
odic structures comprised of line segments, cylindrical holes 
or features (contact or via holes in resist or filled contacts, for 
example), device-like structures, and the like. 
0253 Although the first and second gratings 1206 and 
1208 of the CD mark are shown together, it should be noted 
that they may be placed apart. When implemented apart, the 
first group of gratings 1210 and the second group of gratings 
1212 would also be placed apart, i.e., the first group of grat 
ings 1210 goes with the first grating 1206 and the second 
group of gratings 1212 goes with the second grating 1208. 
0254 The advantages of combining overlay and CD 
marks are numerous. Different embodiments or implementa 
tions may have one or more of the following advantages. One 
advantage of combining marks is in the ability to reduce the 
need for additional wafer space for scatterometry overlay 
targets. Another advantage is that larger scatterometry over 
lay targets may be allowed if they do not require as much 
additional scribe line space. Larger scatterometry overlay 
targets may make optical design or optics manufacturing 
easier and may provide better scatterometry overlay metrol 
ogy performance than on Smaller scatterometry overlay tar 
getS. 

Combination of Scatterometry Overlay and CDSEM: 
0255. The purpose of this embodiment is to enable mea 
Surement of critical dimensions on a semiconductor wafer 
with an electronic microscope (CD-SEM) and measurement 
of overlay using scatterometry on the same measurement 
system or using linked measurement systems sharing at least 
part of a robotic wafer handling system. The established 
methods of measuring critical dimensions and overlay com 
monly require scheduling and operating separate measure 
ment systems. One disadvantage of the established methods 
of measuring critical dimensions and overlay on separate 
measurement systems is the additional time required to 
schedule and run separate operations on separate metrology 
tools. Another disadvantage is the redundancy of common 
parts and the costs associated therewith. 
0256 In order to overcome these disadvantages, a metrol 
ogy system that combines Scatterometry Overlay and 
CDSEM may be provided. In one embodiment, a scatterom 
etry overlay measurement (SCOL) system is integrated with 
a CDSEM system such that the CDSEM and SCOL systems 
share at least part of the robotic wafer handling system and/or 
data systems. Alternatively, the CDSEM and the scatterom 
etry overlay systems may be separate systems capable of 
independent operation, but linked in Such a way that they 
share at least part of a robotic wafer handling system. 
0257. In operation, a wafer, a group of wafers, or batch of 
multiple wafers may be introduced to the combined metrol 
ogy system by loading the wafer container onto the robotic 
wafer handling system dedicated to this combined metrology 
system. Measurement recipes may be selected specifying 
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CDSEM measurements on some or all of the wafers and 
scatterometry overlay measurements on Some or all of the 
wafers. The CDSEM measurements and the SCOL measure 
ments may be specified together in one or more recipes, or 
may be specified in separate recipes. The CDSEM and SCOL 
measurements may be done on the same wafers or on differ 
ent wafers or on some of the same wafer and some different 
wafers. The CDSEM and SCOL systems may operate in 
parallel, or in series. 
0258. One example of the combined metrology system 
would be integration of a scatterometry system capable of 
scatterometry overlay measurements (such as a spectroscopic 
ellipsometer, spectroscopic polarized reflectometer, or +/-1 
order diffraction scatterometer) inside a CD-SEM such as any 
of those manufactured by KLA-Tencor of San Jose, Calif. 
Another example of a combined metrology system would be 
a linked system comprising a scatterometry overlay system, a 
CDSEM such as any of those manufactured by KLA-Tencor 
of San Jose, Calif., a robotic handler, and a wafer scheduling 
system. Communication to factory automation and/or factory 
information, and/or factory process control systems may be 
through separate communication or automation systems or 
may be at least partially or completed shared. 
(0259 One advantage of the combined CDSEM and SCOL 
metrology system is the reduction in overall time required to 
complete scheduling and/or performing the CDSEM and 
scatterometry overlay measurements. At least one queue 
delay time may be eliminated. Performing CDSEM and over 
lay measurements in parallel can save at least part of the time 
required for separate measurement operations. 
0260 FIGS. 13 A-13D show variations of a combined 
metrology tool 1300, in accordance with several embodiment 
of the present invention. In all the figures, the combined 
metrology tool 1300 includes a robotic wafer handling sys 
tem 1302, a critical dimensioning scanning electron micro 
scope (CD-SEM) 1304, a scatterometry overlay (SCOL) 
measurement instrument 1306, a wafer load position A1308 
and a wafer load position B and 1310, respectively. The 
robotic wafer handling system 1302 is configured to transfer 
wafers to and from the CD-SEM 1304 and SCOL measure 
ment instrument 1306 as well as to and from the wafer load 
positions A and B 1308 and 1310. The critical dimensioning 
scanning microscope 1304 is configured to measure the criti 
cal dimensions that may include, for example, linewidth, top 
linewidth, via diameter, sidewall angle and profile. The scat 
terometry overlay measurement instrument 1306 is config 
ured to measure the overlay as for example between two 
layers disposed on the wafer. The wafer load position A and 
wafer load position B are configured to hold one or more 
wafers. In most cases, they hold a plurality of wafers. The 
wafers may be from the same lot or from a different lot. 
0261. In FIGS. 13A and D, the CD-SEM 1304 and the 
SCOL measurement instrument 1306 are separate systems 
that are integrated via the robotic wafer handling system 
1302. In FIG. 13B, the SCOL measurement instrument 1306 
is integrated into the CDSEM 1304. In FIG. 13C, the SCOL 
measurement instrument 1306 is integrated into the robotic 
wafer handling system 1302. 
0262. In one operation, some of the wafers from wafer 
load position A and/or Bhave critical dimensions measured at 
the CD-SEM and thereafter have overlay measured at the 
scatterometry overlay measurement instrument. The wafer 
can be measured by both processes without being removed 
from the system, i.e., the wafer handling and throughput 
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issues are reduced. In another operation, Some wafers from 
wafer load position A and/or B have critical dimensions mea 
sured at the CDSEM and some other wafers from wafer load 
position A and/or B have overlay measured on SCOL mea 
surement instrument. In any of these operations, the CDSEM 
and SCOL measurement instrument can proceed indepen 
dently and simultaneously. 
0263 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram 1400 using a combined 
metrology tool, in accordance with one embodiment of the 
present invention. The method generally includes step 1402 
where a group of wafers are received by the metrology tool. 
By way of example, the wafers may be a wafer lot that is 
loaded at position A in FIG. 13. Following step 1402, the 
process flow 1400 proceeds to step 1404 where the critical 
dimensions of a wafer from the group of wafers is measured. 
By way of example, the critical dimension measurements 
may be performed by a CDSEM as for example the CDSEM 
shown in FIG. 13. The process flow 1400 also proceeds to step 
1406 where the overlay of a wafer from the group of wafers is 
performed by a SCOL measurement instrument as for 
example the instrument shown in FIG. 13. Steps 1404 and 
1406 may be performed at the same time on different wafers. 
Steps 1404 and 1406 may be performed on the same wafer in 
a sequence of operations, as for example, from CD to overlay 
or from overlay to CD. The transferring of the wafer may for 
example be performed by the robotic system shown in FIG. 
13. When all the measurements are performed, the process 
flow proceeds to step 1408 where the group of wafers are 
released from the metrology tool. 

Uses of Scatterometry Overlay Data: 

0264. The overlay results obtained with scatterometry 
overlay techniques described herein, including the linear dif 
ferential method and phase-detection algorithms, may be 
used to calculate corrections to the stepper settings to mini 
mize overlay error. These calculated corrections for lithogra 
phy steppers or scanners are commonly referred to as 'stepper 
correctables.” The stepper correctables obtained from scat 
terometry overlay measurements may be used as inputs to the 
stepper to minimize overlay error for Subsequent wafer pro 
cessing. The overlay errors or stepper correctables obtained 
from Scatterometry overlay may be input to an automated 
process control system which may then calculate a set of 
stepper corrections to input to the stepper to minimize the 
overlay errors for Subsequent wafer processing. The overlay 
errors, stepper correctables, or calculated worst overlay errors 
on the wafer obtained with scatterometry overlay may be used 
to disposition product wafers to decide if the wafer requires 
rework or meets overlay requirements for further wafer pro 
cessing. 

Combination of Scatterometry Overlay and Other Metrology 
or Inspection Methods: 

0265 Scatterometry overlay may be combined with scat 
terometry profile or scatterometry critical dimension sys 
tems, or other semiconductor metrology or inspections sys 
tems. Scatterometry overlay may be integrated with a 
semiconductor process tool, for example a lithography resist 
process tool (also known as a resist track). Integration of 
metrology systems with process systems and combinations of 
metrology systems are described in (1) U.S. patent applica 
tion, having patent Ser. No. 09/849,622, filed 4 May 2001, 
entitled METHOD AND SYSTEMS FOR LITHOGRA 
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PHY PROCESS CONTROL, by Lakkapragada, Suresh, et 
al. and (2) U.S. patent, having U.S. Pat. No. 6,633,831, issued 
14 Oct. 2003, entitled “METHODS AND SYSTEMS FOR 
DETERMINING CRITICAL DIMENSION AND A THIN 
FILM CHARACTERISTIC OF A SPECIMAN, by Nik 
oonahadet al., which applications are incorporated herein by 
reference in their entirety. 
Scatterometric Overlay with Crossed Gratings: 
0266 Scatterometry overlay line targets with L1 and L2 
line elements perpendicular to underlying line grating L0 (or 
any number of underlying gratings). In this case the scatter 
ometry overlay signal is not sensitive to the positions of L1 
and L2 with respect to L0. One advantage is to reuse wafer 
area already used for Scatterometry profile targets in a previ 
ous process layer. For example, targets for determining over 
lay in two different sets of layers can be stacked atop one 
another. 
0267 In another embodiment, scatterometry overlay line 
targets with L1 and L2 line elements perpendicular to under 
lying line grating L0 where L0 is one or more material(s) 
(copper damascene structure, for example), where the L0 
pitch and line width are such that the scattered signal is 
Substantially less sensitive (over at least part of the spectrum 
or signal conditions) to structures (e.g. film thickness or other 
structures) beneath L0 than would be the case in the absence 
of L0, are used. One example of an L0 structure that has these 
properties is a copper damascene line grating with 200 nm 
pitch, 100 nm line width, and 500 nm height. Proper choice of 
pitch, line width, etc. can produce a L0 structure that screens 
the underlying structures and produces a signal that is less 
sensitive to underlying features for at least some signal wave 
lengths, polarizations, etc. Optical simulations may be used to 
determine the preferred L0 properties including pitch and line 
width. 
0268 FIG. 15 is a perspective diagrammatic view of over 
lay line targets with L1 and L2 line elements perpendicular to 
underlying line grating L0 in accordance with one embodi 
ment of the present invention. As shown, overlay target struc 
tures are formed within layer 2 (L2) 1502 and these L2 struc 
tures 1502 are positioned over overlay target structures which 
are formed in layer 1 (L1) 1504. Film 1506 is disposed 
between L1 structures 1502 and L2 structures 1504. L1 struc 
tures are also formed over underlying structures in layer 0 
(L0) 1508 with film 1510 disposed between the L1 and L0 
Structures. 

0269. In one implementation, the L0 structures 1508 are 
perpendicular to the L1 structures 1510 so as to not substan 
tially affect the measurement of structures L1 or L2. That is, 
when incident radiation 1512 impinges on L1 and L2 struc 
tures 1504 and 1502, scattered radiation 1514 is not affected 
significantly by positioning of the L2/L1 overlay target struc 
ture above L0. Additionally, L0 structures 1508 may be 
formed from one or more material(s) that form a barrier or 
screen over the underlying layers and structures. For instance, 
underlying structures 1516 (and film 1518) do not signifi 
cantly affect the scattered radiation 1514 for at least part of 
the signal spectrum or at least one of the optical signals. Film 
1518 is also typically disposed between L0 structures 1508 
and underlying structures 1516. 
0270. Although the foregoing invention has been 
described in some detail for purposes of clarity of understand 
ing, it will be apparent that certain changes and modifications 
may be practiced within the Scope of the appended claims. 
For example, although the terms wafer or sample were used 
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throughout (e.g., semiconductor), it should be noted that any 
type of workpieces may be utilized, such as Substrates, pho 
tomasks, flat panel displays, electro-optic devices, and the 
like which are associated with other types of manufacturing. 
The term "stepper” was used throughout as an example to 
generically represent lithography systems in use or in devel 
opment in the semiconductor industry and related industries 
and is not a limitation on the lithography systems which may 
include steppers, scanner, imprint lithographic systems, elec 
tronbased lithographic patterning systems, EUV based litho 
graphic patterning systems and the like. Therefore, the 
described embodiments should be taken as illustrative and not 
restrictive, and the invention should not be limited to the 
details given herein but should be defined by the following 
claims and their full scope of equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A scatterometry mark for determining an overlay error, 

critical dimension, or profile of the mark, comprising: 
a first plurality of periodic structures on a first layer; 
a second plurality of periodic structures on a second layer; 

and 
a third plurality of periodic structures on a third layer that 

is underneath the first and second layer, wherein the third 
periodic structures are perpendicular to the first and 
second structures, and wherein the third periodic struc 
tures have one or more characteristics So as to result in a 
plurality of lower structures beneath the third periodic 
structures being screened from significantly affecting at 
least part of a spectrum of a plurality of scattered signals 
detected from the first and second periodic structures for 
determining an overlay error, critical dimension, or pro 
file of the first and second periodic structures or at least 
one of Such detected Scattered signals. 

2. A target as recited in claim 1, wherein the third periodic 
structures comprise copper damascene materials. 

3. The target of claim 2, wherein the one or more charac 
teristics of the third periodic structures comprise a pitch and 
line width that have values selected so as to result in the lower 
structures being screened by the third periodic structures 
from significantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of the 
detected scattered signals or at least one of the detected scat 
tered signals. 

4. The target of claim 2, wherein the one or more charac 
teristics of the third periodic structures comprise a pitch value 
selected so as to result in the third periodic structures being 
screened by the third periodic structures from significantly 
affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected scattered 
signals or at least one of the detected Scattered signals. 

5. The target of claim 2, wherein the one or more charac 
teristics of the third periodic structures comprise a line width 
value selected so as to result in the lower structures being 
screened by the third periodic structures from significantly 
affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected scattered 
signals or at least one of the detected Scattered signals. 

6. The target of claim 2, wherein the one or more charac 
teristics of the third periodic structures comprise a height 
value selected so as to result in the lower structures being 
screened by the third periodic structures from significantly 
affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected scattered 
signals or at least one of the detected Scattered signals. 

7. The target of claim 2, wherein the one or more charac 
teristics of the third periodic structures comprise a pitch, line 
width, and line height that have values selected so as to result 
in the lower structures being screened by the third periodic 
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structures from significantly affecting at least part of a spec 
trum of the detected scattered signals or at least one of the 
detected scattered signals. 

8. The target of claim 1, wherein there are a plurality of 
different predefined offsets between different sets of the first 
and second periodic structures so that overlay error between 
the first and second periodic structures is determinable by 
analyzing a plurality of scattered signals from the different 
sets of the first and second structures, wherein the detected 
scattered signals comprise +1 stand-1 diffraction orders. 

9. The target of claim 1, wherein the first periodic struc 
tures have a first center of symmetry (COS) and the second 
periodic structures have a second COS, and wherein the dif 
ference between the first COS and the second COS corre 
sponds to an overlay error between the first and second peri 
odic structures, and wherein the first and second periodic 
structures have a 180° rotational symmetry, without having a 
90° rotational symmetry, with respect to the first and second 
COS, respectively. 

10. A target structure for measuring an overlay error 
between a first periodic structure and a second periodic struc 
ture both disposed above a third periodic structure, wherein 
the third periodic structure is oriented in a first direction and 
the first and second periodic structures are oriented in a sec 
ond direction, the second direction being Substantially 
orthogonal to the first direction, wherein the third periodic 
structure is arranged to form a barrier over lower structures 
beneath the third periodic structures so that such lower struc 
tures do not significantly affect scattered radiation from the 
first and second periodic structures for measuring the overlay 
eO. 

11. The target of claim 10, wherein the third periodic 
structures have a pitch and line width that have values 
selected so as to cause the third periodic structure to form the 
barrier over lower structures beneath the third periodic struc 
tures so that Such lower structures do not significantly affect 
scattered radiation from the first and second periodic struc 
tures for measuring the overlay error. 

12. The target of claim 10, wherein there are a plurality of 
different predefined offsets between different sets of the first 
and second periodic structures so that overlay error between 
the first and second periodic structures is determinable by 
analyzing a plurality of scattered signals from the different 
sets of the first and second structures, wherein the detected 
scattered signals comprise +1 stand-1 diffraction orders. 

13. A metrology System for measuring an overlay error, 
critical dimension (CD), or profile of a target, comprising: 

a scatterometry module for directing radiation towards a 
plurality of targets and detecting scattered signals from 
the targets; and 

a processor configured to analyze the detected scattered 
signals to thereby determine an overlay error, critical 
dimension (CD), or profile of such targets, wherein the 
targets comprise a first periodic structure and a second 
periodic structure both disposed above a third periodic 
structure, wherein the third periodic structure is oriented 
in a first direction and the first and second periodic 
structures are oriented in a second direction, the second 
direction being Substantially orthogonal to the first 
direction, wherein the third periodic structure is 
arranged to form a barrier over lower structures beneath 
the third periodic structures so that such lower structures 
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do not significantly affect the scattered signals from the 
first and second periodic structures and analyzed by the 
processor. 

14. The system of claim 13, wherein the targets from which 
the processor analyzes the detected Scattered signals have one 
or more characteristics comprising a pitch and line width that 
have values selected so as to result in the lower structures 
being screened by the third periodic structures from signifi 
cantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected 
scattered signals or at least one of the detected scattered 
signals and analyzed by the processor. 

15. The system of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
characteristics of the third periodic structures comprise a 
pitch value selected so as to result in the third periodic struc 
tures being screened by the third periodic structures from 
significantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of the 
detected scattered signals or at least one of the detected scat 
tered signals and analyzed by the processor. 

16. The system of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
characteristics of the third periodic structures comprise a line 
width value selected so as to result in the lower structures 
being screened by the third periodic structures from signifi 
cantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected 
scattered signals or at least one of the detected scattered 
signals and analyzed by the processor. 

17. The system of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
characteristics of the third periodic structures comprise a 
height value selected so as to result in the lower structures 
being screened by the third periodic structures from signifi 
cantly affecting at least part of a spectrum of the detected 
scattered signals or at least one of the detected scattered 
signals and analyzed by the processor. 

18. The system of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
characteristics of the third periodic structures comprise a 
pitch, line width, and line height that have values selected so 
as to result in the lower structures being screened by the third 
periodic structures from significantly affecting at least part of 
a spectrum of the detected Scattered signals or at least one of 
the detected scattered signals and analyzed by the processor. 
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19. The system of claim 14, wherein the one or more 
materials of the third periodic structures include a copper 
damascene material. 

20. The system of claim 13, wherein there are a plurality of 
different predefined offsets between different sets of the first 
and second periodic structures so that overlay error between 
the first and second periodic structures is determinable by 
analyzing a plurality of scattered signals from the different 
sets of the first and second structures, wherein the detected 
scattered signals comprise +1 stand-1 diffraction orders. 

21. A method of determining an overlay error, critical 
dimension, or profile of a scatterometry target, comprising: 

providing a scatterometry target having a first plurality of 
periodic structures on a first layer, a second plurality of 
periodic structures on a second layer, and a third plural 
ity of periodic structures on a third layer that is under 
neath the first and second layer, wherein the third peri 
odic structures are perpendicular to the first and second 
structures and have one or more characteristics Such that 
a scattered signal detected from the first and second 
periodic structures for determining an overlay error, 
critical dimension, or profile of the first and second 
periodic structures is Substantially less sensitive to a 
plurality of lower structures beneath the third periodic 
structures, as compared with a plurality of scattered 
signals detected from the first and second periodic tar 
gets in the absence of Such third structures; 

using a metrology tool, directing radiation towards the 
target; 

using a metrology tool, detecting scattered signals from the 
target so that the third periodic structures form a barrier 
over the lower structures beneath the third periodic 
structures so that Such lower structures do not signifi 
cantly affect the detected scattered signals from the first 
and second periodic structures; and 

determining the overlay error, critical dimension, or profile 
of the first and second periodic structures based on the 
detected Scattered signals. 
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